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Investigating the best statistical lifetime model for Commercial 

Lithium-Ion Batteries  

SUMMARY 
 

One of the significant drawbacks of renewable energy is that renewable energy sources such 

as solar and wind are intermittent and operate with different degrees of intermittency. In other 

words, they only generate power when the sun is shining or when the wind is blowing. One of 

the most promising methods of overcoming the problem intermittent renewable energy supplies 

is the use batteries that can store renewable energy until it is needed. Batteries are known for 

their high commercial potential, fast response time, modularity, flexible installation, and short 

construction cycles. Consequently, the battery is an attractive option for storing renewable 

energy and peak shaving during intensive grid loads, and it can serve as a back-up system to 

control voltage drops in the energy grid. The lithium-ion battery is regarded as one of the most 

promising battery technologies because it has a high specific energy density, a high volumetric 

energy density, a low and falling cost, and a long lifetime. 

The failure mechanism of the Li-ion battery is a highly complex phenomenon produced by a 

complex interplay of many physical and chemical mechanisms.  Three main approaches are 

used to modeling the lifetime of batteries: the physics-based model (Electrochemical 

modeling); the half empirical model (statistical methods), which is based on conducting and 

analyzing battery aging experiments; and the data-driven model, which is based on numerous 

battery aging experiments that require data analysis and machine learning.  

This study employs the statistical method to understand and uncover hidden failure interactions 

inside the cell. It is used here because of its relative simplicity. Based on Accelerated lifetime 

data of Li-ion adapted from [10], we examine the fitting of three lifetime distributions; the 

Weibull, lognormal and normal distributions. We conclude that the lognormal distribution is 

the best lifetime model for Li-ion batteries. Also, this study shows that the electrode physical 

parameters, such as thickness, play an important role in the lifetime model of Li-ion battery.     

Keywords: Renewable Energy; Energy storage; Li-ion ; Lifetime; Reliability; Weibull distribution 
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الليثيوم    أيون أفضل نموذج عمر إحصائي لبطاريات   دراسة  

 الملخص

 
تعتبر طاقة   أن مصادر الطاقة المتجددة مثل الطاقة الشمسية وطاقة الرياحهو لطاقة المتجددة أهم التحديات التي تواجه اأحد 

ندما تكون  الشمسية تكون متاحة  عالطاقة  أي أن الطاقة المنتجة من هذه المصادر غير مستمرة. على سبيل المثال متقطعة ،

واحدة من أكثر الطرق الواعدة   يون الليثيومأبطارية    تعتبرعندما تهب الرياح.  وطاقة الرياح تكون متاحة  الشمس مشرقة  

أن تخزن الطاقة إلى حين لبطارية أيون الليثيوم    يمكن  حيث،إمدادات الطاقة المتجددة    تمرارية  سعدم ا   للتغلب على مشكلة

 الحاجة إليها. 

   

  اأيض  .  جذاب ا لتخزين الطاقة المتجددةا  وبالتالي تعد خيار    رعة تزويدها للطاقة عند الحاجة ،سببطارية أيون الليثيوم  تشتهر

، وكثافة طاقة حجمية    عالية للطاقةكثافة  ه من  ما تتميزب  لنيات البطاريات الواعدة  واحدة من أكثر تق  أيون الليثيومتعتبر بطارية  

 باألنواع األخرى من البطاريات.  مقارنة  ها تتميز بطارية أيون الليثيوم  بطول عمر كما . عالية ، وتكلفة منخفضة

 

  تفاعالت كيميائية وفيزيائية كثيرة   عنألنها تنتج    تعقيدا  أكثر الظواهر  ثيوم من  يفشل أو انتهاء عمر بطارية أيون اللآلية  تعد  

النمذجة  فيزياء المادة )  قائم على  األول    النموذج:  يتم استخدام ثالث طرق رئيسة  بطارية أيون الليثيوملنمذجة عمر.  ومعقدة

الثاني هو النوذج اإل  ،  (الكهروكيميائية الذي يعتمد على  النموذج   ،  البطارية  انتهاء عمرإجراء وتحليل تجارب    حصائي 

انتهاء عمر البطارية وهذا النموذج يتطلب  على  تجارب  الالنموذج الثالث هو النموذج البياني الذي يعتمد على بيانات العديد من  

 والذكاء االصطناعي. تحليل البيانات 

 

حصائية  وقد تم اختيار الطريقة اإل  ،سباب فشل بطارية أيون الليثيوم  أوكشف    اإلحصائية لفهمهذه الدراسة تستخدم الطريقة  

تم أخذ بيانات انتهاء عمر بطاريات أيون الليثيوم من التجربة    ا بالطرق األخرى. وفي هذه الدراسة أيض    بسبب بساطتها مقارنة  

بالتوزيعات االحتمالية   ثيوم مقارنة  يبعد ذلك قمنا بدراسة سلوك عمر بطارية أيون الل ،   [ 10]  في    ا معملي  إجراؤها  التي تم  

ا وأخي ،  التوزيع الطبيعي )أو الغاوسي( وايبول،التالية :توزيع   . الطبيعي التوزيع اللوغاريتمير 

 

. الليثيوم أيون لبطارياتحصائي إعمر أن التوزيع اللوغاريتمي الطبيعي هو أفضل نموذج في نهاية هذه الدراسة تم استنتاج 

ا في سلوك نموذج  مهم  ا في بطاريات أيون الليثيوم تلعب دور   ب الكهربائيتم استنتاج أن الصفات الفيزيائية كسماكة القط كما 

 عمر بطاريات أيون الليثيوم.   

 

؛ توزيع ويبل عمر بطارية أيون الليثيوم  ؛موثوقيةال؛بطارية أيون الليثيوم متجددة؛ تخزين الطاقة؛ الطاقة ال الكلمات المفتاحية:  
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CHAPTER 1 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Overview 

A battery is a very significant energy storage device. Each battery converts chemical energy to 

electricity, and it contains three main parts; the electrolyte, electrodes, and a separator. A 

lithium-ion battery is considered one of the most promising battery technologies because it has 

high specific energy density, high volumetric energy density, a low and falling cost, and a long 

lifetime. Figure 1 below shows the Ragone plot, which compares the energy density and the 

power density of different battery types. It is very clear from figure 1 that, compared to other 

types of batteries, the Li-ion battery has a high energy density and a high-power density 

 
Figure 1:A comparison of the energy densities and specific energy of different rechargeable batteries. 

Source: Adapted from [1] 

 

1.2. Importance and Motivation   

The Li-ion battery has many important applications. For instance, in the medical field, Li-ion 

batteries are used in implantable cardiac pacemakers. A unit delivers an electrical pulse with 

the proper intensity to stimulate the heart at the desired rate.  
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Figure 2:Cardiac pacemakers 

Source: Adapted from [2] 

 

Also significant is the use of Li-ion batteries for energy storage in spacecraft and space 

exploration. In 2010, for instance, all Ni-H2 batteries in the International space station (ISS) 

were replaced with Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries. Li-ion batteries are also used to power the 

spacesuits of astronauts.  

 

Figure 3:Li-ion batteries used in the international space station 

Source: Adapted from [3] 

 

The Li-ion battery shows promise as a technology that can store energy for renewable energy 

technologies, such as wind and solar. A major challenge of renewable energy is that it supplies 

energy intermittently; that is, electrical output varies depending on the intensity of the sun, 

wind speed, and other factors. Overcoming the intermittent energy supply problem, Li-ion 

batteries can store the energy and supply it to the grid during energy supply shortages.  
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The reliability and operations of these systems depend on battery performance, which tends to 

deteriorate with time. Thus, a battery’s lifetime is an important indicator of its performance 

and that of the appliance it operates. That lifetime also influences the frequency of replacement 

and, hence, device maintenance costs. Extending battery lifetime enhances the customer 

experience and minimizes replacement costs. Longevity, in turn, is a function of a battery’s 

current health status, depth of discharge (discharge percentage relative to the maximum 

capacity), temperature conditions, and other factors that can influence the stress levels imposed 

on the system [4]. 

 

Manufacturers use various parameters to specify battery lifetimes that are contingent on critical 

mechanisms. In many cases, deteriorations in performance result from declines in charge 

capacity that accompany charging/discharging cycles. Hence, longevity is often estimated in 

terms of the number of cycles a battery can undergo at its original capacity [5]. Presently, there 

is no standardized criterion for defining a cycle. Moreover, discharge rates are not uniform – 

they vary with depth [4]. Thus, the number of cycles may not be a conclusive measure of a 

battery’s lifetime. It is more appropriate for systems with infrequent charge/discharge cycles 

to specify lifetime in years other than cycles [5]. In any case, knowledge of battery lifetime can 

help the manufacturer and the consumer optimize a battery’s usefulness.  

 

Battery lifetime prediction can be used to evaluate economic value and optimize and enhance 

the quality and quantity of energy from battery systems. Reliable models are essential for 

speeding up the provision of batteries to large-scale and high-investment usage. Currently, 

three modeling approaches are widely employed: physics-based (electro-chemical) modeling, 

half-empirical (statistical) modeling, and data-driven modeling.  

 

Accurate predictions of the lifetimes of Li-ion battery's lifetime are important because there is 

a huge market for these batteries. According to Global Market Insights, the global Li-ion 

battery market size in 2019 was USD 40 billion, and it is predicted to grow to 76 billion USD 

by 2026 [6]. Finding a cheap, reliable, and accurate method to predict Li-ion battery lifetime 

could result in high-cost savings for manufacturers.  
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Figure 4:Global lithium-ion battery market size from 2019 to 2026 

Source: Adapted from [6] 

 

Accelerated life testing (ALT) is the principal method used to assess whether a battery, 

including the Li-ion battery, will meet its life cycle requirements. Using ALT, analysts have 

employed a variety of models to predict the lifetimes of various batteries, including the Li-ion 

battery. Among these is the Weibull prediction model. Mekonnen et al.[7] and Harman et al.[8] 

use Weibull distributed lifetimes to model the lifetimes of  Lead-acid (LA) batteries, while 

Eom et al.[9] and Harris al.[10] use Weibull distribution to model the lifetime of the Li-ion 

battery.  

 

Also popular is the Arrhenius model, which has been used by Diao et al. [14] to predict Li-ion 

battery lifetime and by Sun, et al.[15] to predict the lifetime of LiFePO4/graphite cell. Ecker et 

al.[16] use the model to predict the lifetime of Li-ion batteries at different temperatures.  

 

The data-driven model is favored by Severson, et al.[17], who apply machine-learning tools to 

both predict and classify cells by cycle life, and Gu et al.[18], who use a data-driven model to 

assess whether the Li-ion battery can meet the requirements of the typical vehicle applications. 

 

Other researchers combine more than one model in their work. For example, to predict Li-ion 

battery lifetime, Johnen et al.[11] compare the utility of three models: Weibull, lognormal, 

and inverse Gaussian distributions.  Schuster et al.[12] and Jiang et al. [13] use both Weibull 

and normal distributions models to estimate a Li-ion battery’s lifetime. 
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Other methods include the extrapolating method via linear approximation, which Taki et al 

al.[19] use to estimate the cycle lives of Li-ion batteries. Cheng et al.[20] employ aging 

correction state-of-charge (SOC) estimation techniques that compare the capacity error with 

the coulomb counting and look-up table methods to track and correct the open-circuit voltage 

against capacity in the battery management system. Examining data from accelerated aging 

experiments, Thomas et  al.[21] use a degradation model that reflects the average cell 

performance and an error model that reflects the measured cell-to-cell variability in 

performance to predict the lifetime Li-ion battery cycle. 

 

Mei [22] finds that electrode physical parameters, such as thickness and volume, play an 

important role in the heat generation rate and the energy density of the Li-ion battery. He also 

finds that the particle size of the electrode impacts energy density and power density. Zhao [23] 

demonstrates that thicker electrodes can increase the proportion of active materials and increase 

energy. 

1.3. Objective 

Most of the variables that determine battery life are hard to define accurately under normal 

operating conditions because they are hidden [10]. That said, failure is generally a statistical 

process. Consequently, this paper uses a statistical method to predict Li-ion battery lifetime. 

Moreover, we investigate the impact of the electrode’s physical parameters on statistical life 

models of the Li-ion battery—an approach largely overlooked in the literature. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.0 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1  Importance of the Li-ion battery in renewable energy  
 

Clean, renewable energy sources are vital for the creation of a sustainable society. They are 

needed to replace the more controversial sources of power, such as uranium, oil, and natural 

gas, upon which society currently relies. The main challenge of renewable power sources is 

that they can be difficult to produce during the periods when they are most needed (e.g., during 

peak energy demand) because they rely on environmental conditions. Solar energy production 

depends on sunlight; wind energy is trapped during windy periods. 

 

Because the cost of the Li-ion battery is steadily decreasing, Li-ion batteries provide a feasible 

solution to the problem of storing intermittent energy supplies from renewable energy. Figure 

5, adapted from BloombergNEF, shows the decrease in price of the Li-ion battery from 2019 

($156/kWh) to 2020 ($135/kWh) [24]. 

 

 

Figure 5:Li-ion battery prices from 2010 to 2020. 

Source: Adapted from [24]. 

 

By ensuring that customers do not experience power interruptions, Li-ion batteries can offer 

flexibility to the entire power grids. This flexibility is crucial to resilience and reliability. The 

value of improved reliability and advances in resilience also increases as the cost of power 
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outages increases. A combination of battery storage and clean, renewable energy sources is the 

best solution to moving beyond dirty energy production.  

The integration of wind, solar, and disseminated energy sources reduces emissions and 

introduces flexibility into electric grids, and Li-ion batteries are a valuable component of that 

flexibility. Li-ion batteries respond faster than any other type of energy storage—they can be 

turned on and off in a split second—and their use helps to maintain a grid's sustainability [25]. 

Moreover, storage batteries can be positioned in small and large numbers at various locations 

across a grid to increase their sustainability and flexibility. For example, small-scale batteries 

can be placed in homes to provide backup power 

 

2.2  Using batteries for energy storage in renewable energy  
 

The Li-ion battery is a preferred battery storage option because of its operation mechanism, 

design and construction, and high performance, especially when used in grid-level energy 

storage systems [26]. In renewable energy analyses the battery energy storage option has been 

evaluated in terms of frequency regulation, peak shifting, its ability to be combined with 

renewable energy sources, and power control [27].  

 

Stored energy has important environmental implications. Because it can be used when it is 

needed, stored energy improves an electric grid’s capabilities and efficiencies, thereby 

minimizing greenhouse emissions. In a supply mix that includes minimal or no carbon 

resources, battery storage ensures that the mix is cleaner.  

 

The generation, transmission, and supply of energy poses a serious challenge to renewable 

energy because the demand for electricity is variable and unpredictable. Battery storage is 

thought to provide a viable solution. Battery storage supports applications that range from 

energy generation to supply and utility-large scale electronic gadgets.  Table 1, adapted from 

“Utility-scale batteries innovation landscape brief by the international renewable energy 

agency” [28], reviews major utility-scale Li-ion battery projects.    
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Table 1:Major utility-scale Li-ion battery projects. 

Source: Adapted from [28]. 
Utility-scale battery Location  Service provided   

 

Tesla 100 MW / 129 MWh Li-

ion battery storage project at 

Hornsdale Wind Farm 

 

South Australia, Australia 

Frequency 

regulation 

Capacity 

firming  

Low-carbon 

Li-ion battery in 

Glassenbury (40 MW) and 

Cleator (10 MW) 

 

United 

Kingdom 

 

Frequency regulation 

AES-SDG&E 

30 MW / 120 MWh 

Li-ion battery storage 

project 

 

California, 

United States 

Capacity firming 

Reduced RE 

curtailment 

Capacity 

investment 

deferral 

 

In a renewable energy system, the storage of energy in Li-ion batteries enhances electricity 

utilization because it supplies electric power for both small-scale and large-scale distribution 

applications [29]. Because electricity demand is variable, the storage of generated electricity 

and the vacant power provision during peak load and load leveling is essential. 

 

2.3  Integration of battery storage with renewable energy 
 

The main goal of a sustainable energy structure that uses renewable energy, such as P.V. 

(photovoltaics) and wind, is clean, cheap, and accessible energy that can be stored efficiently. 

Figure 6, adopted from [30], shows how the energy storage system is integrated with renewable 

energy.    

 

Figure 6:The integration module of a renewable energy storage system. 

Source: Adapted from [30]. 
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The system diagram in figure 6 demonstrates how the PEMS renewable energy source, power, 

and energy management system, grid energy storage devices (ESD), and residential load are 

developed and designed to integrate both renewable energy sources and energy storage devices 

in an energy management system.  

 

The use of batteries to store renewable energy generated from wind, solar, and hydroelectric 

power sources integrates a sustainable and secure energy system [31]. During on-peak hours 

batteries store energy from renewable sources and supply it when it is needed to the grid. 

 

To ensure that the integration of batteries with renewable sources, such as solar and wind 

energy, is achieved, various technologies have been developed that provide viable power 

storage solutions. These include smart battery technology, which ensures that excess power 

from solar or wind is stored in batteries, where it can be conveniently utilized when energy is 

needed or in demand [32].  Using automation innovations installed in homes or businesses, 

smart batteries use mitigate peaks in grid demand while utilizing production capacity during 

low-demand hours 

 

2.4  Characteristics of Rechargeable Batteries 
 

The term “battery” refers to a device that produces electrical energy from chemical reactions. 

Different types of batteries use different chemicals. A battery cell usually has two chemicals, 

each with different loads, connected to a cathode and an anode. The cathode supplies a current 

of electrons to a connected appliance, while the anode accepts the electrons. Figure 7, from 

[33], illustrates the basic battery working principle during discharge/charge. 

 

Figure 7:The basic battery working principle during discharge/charge. 

Source: Adapted from [33]. 
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Energy storage for renewable energy sources requires rechargeable batteries [34]. The 

available rechargeable battery technology includes lead-acid, Nickel-Cadmium, Li-ion 

batteries, and Sodium-ion batteries, each of which has advantages and disadvantages. When 

selecting a rechargeable battery for a renewable energy system, the significant factors to 

consider include energy density, capacity, cell voltage, efficiency, and lifetime.  

 

“Energy density” is a measure of the amount of energy stored in a battery per unit volume. It 

can be expressed as a gravimetric or a volumetric measure. Gravimetric energy density refers 

to the amount of energy a battery contains relative to its weight, expressed in Watt-

hours/kilogram (W-hr/kg). In contrast, volumetric energy density refers to energy expressed as 

Watt-hours/liter (W-hr/l) [35].  Figure 8 [36] depicts the Ragone plot, which shows the 

volumetric energy density vs. the gravimetric energy density of different battery technologies.  

 

Figure 8:The volumetric energy density vs. gravimetric energy density of different types of batteries 
technologies. 

Source: Adapted from [36]. 

 

2.5  Overview of the lithium-ion battery working principle 
 

Lithium has only one electron in its outer shell. Therefore, it has the highest tendency to lose 

an electron (pure lithium, a very reactive metal, even reacts with water and air). However, 

lithium is stable in its metal oxide form. The basic phenomena of electricity generation in Li-

ion battery happens as follow:   

I. Separating the lithium atom from the lithium metal oxide   

II. Guiding the electron lost from the lithium atom to an external circuit  
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Figure 9:: Lithium in the periodic table. 

Source: Adapted from [37]. 

 

During charging of the lithium-Ion battery: 

When a power source is connected to the Li-ion battery, the positive side attracts and removes 

the electrons from the lithium oxide. These electrons flow through the external circuit because 

they cannot flow through the electrolyte and reach the graphite layer. In the meantime, the 

positively charged Li-ion is attracted to the negative terminal through the electrolyte. When Li-

ion reaches the graphite layer, it is trapped there and is stored between carbon graphite layers. 

In a phenomenon called intercalation, this allows lithium to be the wedge between each layer. 

Figure 10 from [26] shows a Li-ion battery during charging. 

 

Figure 10: Li-ion battery during charging. 

Source: Adapted from [26]. 

 

During discharging of the Li-Ion battery: 

During discharge, the Li-ion wants to return to its stable state, and so the lithium ions go 

through the electrolyte to the metal oxide. Nonetheless, the electron goes to the external circuit. 

Figure 11, adopted from [26], shows the Li-ion battery during discharging. 
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Figure 11:The Li-ion battery during discharging. 

Source: Adapted from [26]. 

 

If the cell's internal temperature rises due to abnormal conditions, the liquid electrolyte will dry 

up. This can cause a fire or an explosion. To avoid this, an insulator layer called a separator is 

installed between the electrodes [38]. The separator is permeable for the lithium ions because 

of its microporosity. However, electrons cannot pass through it. 

 

 

Figure 12:Illustration of the electrochemical process in a Li-ion battery. 

Source: Adapted from [39]. 

 

The important phenomenon that occurs in the Li-ion battery when it is charged for the first 

time is called SEI (solid electrolyte interface). When lithium-ion moves through the electrolyte, 

solvent molecules in the electrolyte cover the lithium ions; when they reach the graphite, the 

lithium ions in the solvent molecules react with the graphite and form an SEI layer. The 

formation of this layer is significant because it prevents direct contact between the electron and 

the electrolyte, thus saving the electrolyte from degradation. The process of forming the SEI 
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consumes 5% of the Li-ion battery’s life [40]. The remaining 95% of the Li maintains the 

working of the battery.  

 

The dimensions and chemistry of the SEI layer can be optimized to improve the Li-ion battery's 

performance. We do not discuss this further here. Figure 13, adapted from [41], shows 

a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the SEI layer (Figure 13a) and its cross-

sectional microstructure (Figure 13b).  

 

Figure 13:Scanning electron microscope image showing the morphology of the SEI layer formed on graphite at 

60 °C after the first cycle. 

Source: Adapted from [41]. 

 

2.6 Important and basic parameters for understanding battery specification  
 

• Storage capacity  

Storage capacity must be known to determine battery discharge duration. Storage capacity 

can be defined as Wh = V x Ah, where V is the voltage, Ah is ampere-hours, and Wh is 

watt-hours. 

 

• Energy density  

Measured in watt-hour per m3, energy density is the quantity of energy the battery can store 

per m3 of battery volume. 

 

• Specific power  

This parameter is defined as power capacity per kg of battery, or W/kg. 
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• Nominal Voltage (V)  

Nominal voltage is the battery’s voltage. 

 

• C-rate  

A C-rate measures the rate at which a battery is discharged relative to its full capacity.  For 

example, 0.5C is a two-hour discharge, and C/5 is a 5-hour discharge. Table 2 shows C-

rates and their corresponding times.  

Table 2:C-rates and their corresponding times. 

C-rate Time 

5C 12 min 

2C 30 min 

1C 1h 

0.5C  2h 

0.2C  5h 

0.1C  10h 

 

• State of Charge (SOC) (%) 

SoC denotes the quantity of energy stored relative to the total energy storage capacity of 

the battery. 

 

• Depth of Discharge (DOD) (%)  

Battery DOD indicates the percentage of the battery that has been discharged relative to the 

overall capacity of the battery. 

 

• Cycle life  

The cycle life of a battery is the number of full charges/full discharges that a battery goes 

through before it fails. 

 

• Internal Resistance  

The resistance inside the battery differs during charging and discharging. 
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2.7 Li-ion Battery degradation 
 

Li-ion battery degradation is caused by physical and chemical mechanisms that impact the 

battery’s components, including the electrolyte, the electrodes, the separator, and the current 

collectors [42]. A degraded Li-ion battery suffers capacity loss, or the loss of the ability to store 

a charge. Such degradation also causes resistance rise, defined as a decrease in the rate at which 

electrical energy can be accepted or released by the battery.  

 

Most batteries have nonlinear aging characteristics [44]. Figure 14 shows the three main stages 

in capacity fade vs. time. In the first stage, the battery undergoes a rapid decrease in capacity 

due to SEI formation. In the second stage, battery performance fades steadily because of 

various side reactions that occur inside the battery. In the third stage, the rate of capacity loss 

increases, and cell failure occurs very quickly.  The failure can be attributed to: 

 

1. Lithium-ion inventory loss due to lithium deposition [44, 45] 

2. Active material loss due to the loss of electrolyte [46] 

3. Failure of the binder and volume change [48]. 

 

 

Figure 14:The main stages in the capacity fade vs time. 
Source: Adapted from [43]. 
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2.8 Factors that cause battery degradation  
 

I. Calendar life (Time):  

Calendar life is shelf life. It is the time before a battery, whether in inactive use or inactive, 

becomes unusable. Balagopal et al. [49] state that calendar aging has an important impact on a 

battery's performance. Over time the capacity of the battery declines, and it causes degradation 

of the battery. Degradation occurs because during manufacturing a thin SEI is formed to 

prevent active lithium ions and the electrode material from being exposed to the electrolyte. 

With battery use, degradation occurs because as the SEI grows it reacts with electrode material 

and Li-ion. Figure 15, adapted from [49], shows the impact of calendar life on battery capacity. 

 

Figure 15:Battery capacity vs. the time curve. 

Source: Adapted from [49]. 

 

II. Temperature effects 

Temperature plays an important role in Li-ion battery degradation because it affects chemical 

reactions that occur inside the battery. The Arrhenius equation, shown below, describes the 

relationship between the rate of chemical reactions and the reaction temperature. The equation 

clearly shows that the reaction rate inside the battery increases exponentially as the temperature  

rises.  

𝑘 = 𝐴𝑒
−𝐸𝐴
𝑅𝑇  

(1) 

where 𝑘 is the rate constant, 𝐴 is the frequency factor, R is the gas constant, 𝐸𝐴 is the activation 

energy, and T is temperature.  
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Table 3, adapted from information obtained in [42] and [50], shows the impact of high and low 

temperature on Li-ion batteries.  

Table 3:The impact of high and low temperatures on Li-ion battery. 

Source: Adapted from [42],[50]. 
The Impact of Low Temperature on Li-ion Battery The Impact of High Temperature on Li-ion Battery 

 

 

 

 

Low temperature causes Li+ plating 

High temperature causes the following:  

• Accelerates the growth of the solid electrolyte 

interphase (SEI) 

• Electrolyte decomposition 

• Solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) decomposition 

• Binder decomposition 

• Transition metal dissolution/dendrite formation 

 

III. High SoC & Low SoC:  

The state of charge (SoC) can be defined as the ratio of the available capacity and the maximum 

possible charge that can be stored in a battery [51]. If the SOC is 100%, then the cell is said to 

be fully charged. When the SOC is 0%, the cell is completely discharged. According to [52], 

the capacity fading mechanisms are very complex and they are not fully understood. 

Nonetheless, the mechanisms can be classified as changes that occur in a low state of charge 

and changes that occur in a high state of charge. A low state of charge causes structural changes 

such as a decomposition reaction and the dissolution of Mn2+ in the electrolyte. A high state 

of charge causes thermodynamic instability and electrolyte oxidation.  

 

IV. Charge-discharge cycles:  

Charging/discharging the battery decreases its capacity. When current is forced into the battery 

during the charging process, excess Li-ions are deposited on the electrode’s surface in a Li 

metal layer called lithium plating forms. Yang et al. [45] observe that after a number of cycles, 

Lithium plating starts to occur in a narrow portion of the anode near the separator. After too 

many discharges the chemical conversion process of the active material cannot meet the output 

of the battery current 

 

As Figure 16 shows [4], at different charge and discharge rates, battery capacity decreases with 

increases in the number of cycles. Figure 17 [40] shows that lithium plating and the SEI 

increase as the number of cycles increases.  
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Figure 16:Number of cycles vs. capacity at different rates. 
Source: Adapted from [4]. 

 

 

 

Figure 17:SEI build-up with the increasing numbers of cycles. 

Source: Adapted from [49]. 

 

 

2.9 Degradation Mechanism of the Li-ion Battery 
 

The degradation mechanism of the Li-ion battery is a chain of events that causes degradation 

effects. The following are the common degradation mechanisms of the Li-ion battery [42]: 

  

I. Loss of Li inventory   

Loss of Li inventory is caused when lithium ions are consumed by parasitic reactions, which 

combine electrochemical and chemical reactions [42,53]. Examples of parasitic reactions 

include SEI growth, decomposition reactions, and lithium plating. When a loss of Li inventory 

occurs, Li ions no longer are available for cycling between the positive and the negative 

electrode.  
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II. Loss of active anode material  

The loss of the active material of the anode happens when the active mass of the anode is not 

available for the insertion of lithium. [42] This can occur in any one the following cases:  

1. particle cracking 

2. loss of electrical contact   

3. blocking of active sites by resistive surface layers.  

 

 

III. Loss of active cathode material 

A loss of active cathode material happens when the cathode is no longer available for the 

insertion of lithium. [42] This can happen in any one of the following cases:  

1. structural disordering 

2. particle cracking  

3. loss of electrical contact.  

 

IV. Increased electrical resistance   

Delamination of the current collector from the electrode due to gas evolution in the electrolyte 

can significantly increase the internal resistance of the lithium-ion cell. [54],[55]. Decomposed 

electrolyte molecules react with lithium to form insoluble products that become part of the SEI 

and lead to an increase in the inner resistance of the cell. [ 56]. The elevated temperatures 

accelerate other degradation reactions, particularly degradation of the cathode and SEI film 

growth on the anode, which lead to capacity fade and an increase in internal resistance. [ 57]  

 

Figure 18, adapted from [42], provides an overview of the main degradation mechanisms in 

Li-ion battery. The degradation mechanisms is very complex because the side reaction inside 

the cell is related to the materials [43], and the degradation mechanism is caused by different 

degradation mechanisms and at different rates. Due to the complexity of the degradation 

phenomena, physics-based models focus only on the dominant mechanisms of degradation, 

such as the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) [58, 59]. Tables 4, 5, and 6 provide an overview 

of the factors, causes, and effects, respectively, of degradation mechanisms and the associated 

degradation. 
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Figure 18:Shows an overview of the main degradation mechanisms in Li-ion battery. 

Source: adapted from [42] 
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Table 4:The root causes and consequences of Li-ion degradation.   

Source: Adapted from [42], [43] 
Root Cause Consequences 

Time SEI growth 
 

High 

Temperature 

 

SEI growth 

Electrolyte 

decomposition 

SEI 

decomposition 

Binder 

decomposition 

Transition metal 

dissolution/Dendrite 

Formation 

 

High SoC 
 

Electrolyte 

decomposition 

SEI 

decomposition 

Binder 

decomposition 

Transition metal 

dissolution/Dendrite 

Formation 

Graphite 

Exfoliation 

Li+ 

plating 

 

Low SoC  Current 

collector 

Dissolution 

Loss of 

electrical 

contact 

 

   High Current SEI growth 
 

SEI 

decomposition 

 
Graphite 

Exfoliation 

  
Loss of 

electrical 

contact 

Structural 

disordering 

Particle 

Cracking 

& Island 

formation 

Low 

Temperature 

 
Li+ 

plating 

 

 

Table 5:The causes of the degradation mechanism in the Li-ion battery.   

Source: Adapted from [42], [43] 
Degradation 

Mechanism  

 

Caused By  

Loss of cycable  

Li 

SEI 
growth  

Electrolyte 
decomposition 

SEI 
decomposition 

      Li+ 
plating 

        

Loss of Active 

Anode Material  

          Graphite 
Exfoliation 

  Current 
collector 

Dissolution 

Loss of 
electrical 
contact  

  Particle Cracking 
& Island 

formation  

Loss of Active 

cathode Material  

      Binder 
Decomposition 

Transition metal 
dissolution/Dendrite 

Formation 

    Current 
collector 

Dissolution  

Loss of 
electrical 
contact  

Structural 
disordering 

Particle Cracking 
& Island 

formation  

Increased 

Electrical 

Resistance  

      Binder 
Decomposition 

        Loss of 
electrical 
contact  

Structural 
disordering 

Particle Cracking 
& Island 

formation  

 

Table 6:The degradation mechanism and its effect on the Li-ion battery.  

 Source: Adapted from [42], [43] 
Effect on battery  Degradation Mechanism 

Capacity Loss Loss of Cyleable Li Loss of active anode material  Loss of Active cathode material   
  

Resistance Rise    Loss of active anode material  Loss of Active cathode material Reduced Kinetics Increased Electrical Resistance  
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2.10 Electrode degradation in Lithium-Ion batteries 
 

Mei [22] finds that the physical parameters of electrodes play an important role in the heat 

generation rate and energy density of batteries. Zhao [23] finds that thicker electrodes can 

increase the proportion of active materials and increase energy. However, increasing electrode 

thickness can negatively affect the thermal and electrochemical performance of Li-ion 

batteries. He also demonstrates that batteries that have a thicker electrode have more intensive 

and uneven temperature responses across the electrochemical cell when they discharge under 

the same rate. This can lead to the depletion of active materials and a faster capacity fading of 

the entire battery. Moreover, he concludes, a Li-ion battery that has a thicker electrode is more 

sensitive to an increased discharge rate. This is due to the generation of ohmic heat, which 

leads to a deterioration of the Li-ion battery's health.   

 

Figure 19 shows the breakdown of the weight percentage by the components of a commercial 

Li-ion battery. The figure clearly shows that electrodes are the most significant material 

components of the Li-ion battery. Due to the significant impact of the electrodes on the Li-ion 

battery's performance, and because electrodes comprise the largest and heaviest material 

components of Li-ion battery, electrode degradation significantly affects the lifetimes of 

Lithium-Ion batteries. 

 

 

Figure 19:The breakdown of the weight percentage by the components of a commercial Li-ion battery. 

Source: Adapted from [60]. 
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I. Degradation mechanisms on the anode materials 

When charging and discharging the battery, the lithium ion will be coupled with the electrolyte 

decomposition. Such decomposition forms a passivation protective layer on the surface of the 

anode electrode, which is called the SEI (solid electrolyte interface). The volume of the anode 

material changes by 10 % after charging and discharging [43]. This is due to the intercalation 

and deintercalation of lithium ions. This change in the anode volume can cause the SEI to 

crack, and this leads to a reaction of the lithiated graphite and electrolyte wherein the Lithium 

ion and the electrolyte are consumed. Consequently, the SEI film on the surface of graphite 

anode thickens. 

 

Figure 20:Degradation mechanisms on the anode material 
Source Adapted from [60] 

 

II. Degradation mechanisms on the cathode materials 

In the case of LiFePO4 cathode material, the decomposition of the binder causes degradation 

of the cathode. Also the  current collector corrosion which is caused by  parasitic  reactions is 

another cause of cathode degradation, structural disordering [61, 62]. Side reactions occurring 

at the cathode may in some cases result in soluble species that can migrate through the separator 

and dissolute in the electrolyte [63], [52]. Another degradation mechanism is the oxidation of 

electrolyte components and surface film formation [52]. Gas evolution results from some 

surface electrolyte reactions [52] and the subsequent formation of cracks in particles. 
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Figure 21: Degradation mechanisms that affect cathode materials 

Source: Adapted from [64] 

 

2.11 Lifetime Prediction Approaches 
 

The models used to predict a battery’s lifetime can be classified as physico-chemical, half-

empirical, and data-driven models. The classification is based mainly on the parameters used 

to specify the models. Table 7, adapted from [17, 65, 66], compares the three approaches in 

terms of their characteristic and performance variables. 

 
Table 7: Summarized comparison of physics-based, semi-empirical, and data-driven models. 

Source: Adapted from [17, 65, 66]. 

Model  Physico-Chemical Semi-Empirical  Data-Driven  

Model 

specification  

Models are specified 

on the basis of a 

battery’s internal 

physical and 

electrochemical 

properties.  

Do not rely on physico-

chemical interactions. 

Statistical models are 

specified on the basis of 

design parameters and 

operating conditions.    

Learning algorithms 

are specified on the 

basis of data 

collected from both 

field and online 

platforms. 

Complexity  Highly complex; 

specification results 

in several equations.  

Reduced complexity; no 

need to define process 

interactions. 

Requires inputs 

from high-quality 

data.  
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1. Physico-Chemical Modelling 

 

The physics-based (electro-chemical aging) approach uses the most complex models. In these 

techniques, estimation is based on the battery’s internal physico-chemical interactions, which, 

in turn, are influenced by many factors such as material properties, different stress parameters, 

and operating temperature. The goal is to reproduce the physical and chemical processes and 

properties of a battery, such as ion transfer, diffusion, and resistance, and use them to predict 

its aging path [17]. 

 

A primary advantage of physics-based models lies in their ability to simulate the aging process 

under different operation modes [17]. They also permit the study of different performance 

aspects that are subject to the effects of various aging sources. A commonly used procedure 

involves specifying a set of coupled partial differential equations that describe a battery’s 

physical and electrochemical interactions. Physico-chemical models are based on validated 

biological, chemical, and physical laws to estimate a battery’s expected life; they do not rely 

on data from aging experiments. 

 

One of the most documented problems with this approach is its intricacy. Physical modeling 

techniques require extended computation times. Modeling a battery’s decay path on the basis 

of its internal process results in numerous state equations that are computationally inefficient. 

Thus, implementing real-time battery monitoring systems is difficult, and their utility is 

contingent on the users’ ability to formulate simplified and computationally efficient equations. 

 

Attempts to reduce the number of equations usually result in oversimplified assumptions and 

associated uncertainties, which impose significant limitations on accuracy and reliability [17]. 

Consequently, ongoing research has focused on reducing the complexity of physico-chemical 

equations without compromising their stability and reliability. For instance, He et al. [67] 

propose a moving-window filtering algorithm that speeds up the convergence rates of state 

filters. Filter algorithms can help the analyst model uncertainties and reduce measurement 

noises. However, as He et al. [67] point out, the slow convergence rates of these algorithms, 

especially if initial errors are high, can inconvenience consumers. 

 

More recently, Heinrich et al. [68] have proposed a novel aging model that uses a parameter 

identification algorithm to adjust the SEI growth and the electrodes’ electrochemically active 
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surface area parameters. These new developments constitute notable progress toward 

improving the current performance of physico-chemical techniques. Nonetheless, the 

complexities associated with a large number of equations remain a challenge. Statistical models 

are seen as a viable, alternative option.  

 

2. Semi-Empirical Methods 

 

Empirical (statistical) models attempt to overcome the complexities associated with their 

physico-chemical peers. Empirical family of models does not require the use of complex 

parameters needed for the physics-based approaches. Indeed, compared to the latter, the former 

are characterized by reduced workloads and greater efficiency. In empirical modeling, the 

objective is to develop statistical models that can be used to predict battery lifetime on the basis 

of a set of design parameters and operating conditions thought to be sufficient to explain a 

battery’s aging process [69], [70]. Statistical methods constitute a simple, initial approach to 

simulating aging phenomenon and do not require detailed knowledge of the processes involved. 

Such methods allow statisticians to uncover hidden aging interactions, leading to a 

comprehensive assessment of the process.  

 

An obvious strength of statistical models is that during the initial steps of analysis, the analyst 

does not need to account for physico-chemical interactions in a system. Consequently, the 

models can be used to uncover and specify misunderstood or unknown relationships [69]. 

Additionally, those who use these models can quantify correlations between the various factors 

that may reflect on the aging process.  

 

3. Data-Driven Models 

 

Because of the limitations of physico-chemical and statistical models, research into data-

driven, and especially machine learning, approaches has been intensive. The shift toward these 

techniques has also been accelerated by rapid developments in automatic data science, which 

facilitates the collection, processing, and lean management of large field-data volumes. The 

availability of high-quality data has accelerated progress in the execution of various tasks 

related to the identification of chemical synthesis routes, energy storage, and material property 

prediction [71] [72] [73]. 
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Machine learning models rely on data collected from different platforms – both laboratory and 

online – to estimate a battery’s remaining useful life. Zhu et al. [71] summarize the steps 

involved in developing machine learning models as follows: collect data and identify desired 

performance features, develop a learning model, and assess target systems. The Generic 

workflow (Figure 22), adapted from [72], shows a general overview of the data-driven method.  

 

Figure 22:Workflow for battery life prediction models using a data-driven method. 

Source: Adapted from [72]. 

 

2.12 Methods to increase the lifetime of Lithium-ion battery  
 

Also relevant to this report’s focus—predicting the lifetime of batteries—are the methods used 

to improve and increase the Li-ion battery lifetime. Here we examine this topic briefly, leaving 

a more detailed discussion for future research.  

I. The Battery Management System 

An important method that can be used to increase the lifetime of the battery is using battery 

Management System. The Battery Management System (BMS) has two primary functions: 

1. Keep the battery operating safely 

2. Keep the battery operating reliably  

BMS manages the output of a battery and provides notifications about the battery’s condition. 

The BMS manages the battery’s charging and discharging processes and provides vital 
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precautions that protect rechargeable batteries from damage [74]. The BMS monitors and 

regulates the main power voltage, charging and discharging levels, the temperature of the 

battery, and the battery’s’ health. Also, the system checks and controls the battery voltage and 

the coolant temperature. Figure 23 shows a sample block diagram of a typical BMS system. 

 

Figure 23:A typical battery management system. 

Source: Adapted from [75]. 

 

2.13 How BMS Can Increase the Life and Reliability of a Battery 
 

The lifetime of a battery depends on factors that range from its internal battery parameters to 

external parameters. The internal parameters are influenced by the manufacturers, while the 

external parameters are influenced by the users [76]. External parameters can significantly 

impact the lifetime of a battery. Through the use of the BMS, it is possible to control the 

external parameters to increase battery life. Considerations of the demands and the battery life 

objectives help establish the correct architecture to create a BMS and a charging strategy that 

optimizes the life of the battery [77].  

An appropriate BMS enhances battery safety and performance. Improper battery conditions, 

such as over-voltage and over-charging, cause rapid aging and can lead to an explosion. BMS 
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includes sensors that estimate vital parameters, such as temperature, voltage, and current. After 

determining the thermal and electric behaviors of batteries, it is important to optimize the 

charging and discharge algorithms to provide efficiency and enhance the battery lifespan [78]. 

The BMS alarm and safety control module helps eliminate abnormalities that might make the 

battery less reliable or shorten its lifespan [78] [79]. 

II. Supercapacitor for Increasing the Lifetime of the Battery 

Battery lifetime can also be increased through the use of battery-ultracapacitor hybrid energy 

storage systems. This method combines the high-power density and the high life cycle of 

ultracapacitors with the high energy density of batteries. Table 8 [80] compares the 

performance of the battery and the supercapacitor.  

 

Table 8:Comparison of the performance of the battery and the super capacitor. 

Source: Adapted from [80]. 

Storage devices characteristics Battery  Super-capacitor  

Charging Time  1< t< 5h  1- 30 s 

discharging Time  t>0.3 h 1- 30 s 

Energy Density ( Wh/kg) 10 to 100 1 to 10  

Lifetime ( cycle number) 1000 1000000 

Power density ( w/kg) <1000 10000 

charge/discharge efficiency  0.7 - 0.85  0.85 to 0.98  

 

Palma et al. [81] study the use of an ultracapacitor to lengthen the lifetime of a hybrid Li-ion 

battery. They find that use of the ultracapacitor increases battery life by 12% more than use of 

the supercapacitor. Moreover, in electric vehicles (EV), a hybrid Li-ion battery with an 

ultracapacitor for energy storage improves acceleration performance, shortens the battery 

charge-discharge cycle, and provides a longer driving range.  Table 9, adopted from [82], 

shows the difference between the microcar’s range when it is running with Li-ion vs. when it 

is running with Li-ion with an ultracapacitor. A Hybrid li-ion accompanied with an 

ultracapacitor provides a higher running range. 
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Table 9:Differences in the range of a microcar when it runs with Li-ion vs. when it runs with Li-ion with an 

ultracapacitor. 

Source: Adapted from [82]. 

Storage System  Range 

Km  

Kwh from 

batteries  

Energy 

Kwh/km  

Range difference  

Li-ion 57.6 4.94 0.0858 
 

Li-ion+ UC 60.8 5.0685 0.08336 5.55% 

 

Burke et al. [83] demonstrate that plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) operate in an ideal 

manner when batteries are combined with ultracapacitors; they run less well on batteries alone. 

The utility of ultracapacitors lies in the fact that they significantly reduce the dynamic stress 

on the batteries that originates in high current pulses.  

 

2.14 Accelerated Life Testing of Lithium-ion Batteries 
 

Accelerated life testing (ALT) accelerates the aging of a product by subjecting it to conditions 

outside its normal operation or service range [84]. Examples of these conditions include 

charging/ discharge, temperature, mechanical loading, power cycling, mechanical loading, and 

power cycling. In the test, components are operated at high stresses until failure data is 

observed. High-stress testing can be conducted for the sole purpose of observing where and 

how failures occur, and the findings can be used to improve component selections and design. 

Combined with a statistical model of the effects of the accelerating factor, the method is used 

to produce a reliable estimation and life prediction more quickly and at less cost than alternative 

methods. It can also determine how stress fast-tracks failure, and it creates an acceleration 

model using data from several stress cells.   

2.15 Life Testing of Batteries  
 

Battery performance testing is usually application-driven and tends to focus on three 

applications: hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV), and pure 

electric vehicles (EV). Accelerated life testing (ALT) of batteries is performed to estimate the 

number of life cycles a battery can withstand; this helps determine the number of a battery’s 

life cycles before it fails. However, ALT is a destructive test that completely exhausts a 

battery’s cycles, and after ALT, the battery can no longer be used. Figure 25, adapted from 

[85], shows the methods used to determine a battery’s lifetime.  
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Figure 24:Methods for determining the lifetime of the battery. 

Source: adapted from [85]. 

 

There are two types of ALTs. The first is the selective life cycle test. Here the battery is 

analyzed for a few cycles and the life cycle is extrapolated using various models. The second 

is full life cycle testing, wherein testing estimates the actual cycles a battery can withstand until 

it reaches its failure limits. According to the Design and Development of the Accelerated Life 

Tester for the Qualification of Batteries, four main factors define an accelerated life cycle 

battery test: the battery type, the charging cycle, the discharging cycle, and test conditions.  

 

When conducting an accelerated life testing, only new batteries should be used. Furthermore, 

during the entire charging cycle, the electrolyte temperature should be in the range of 16°C to 

43°C. The charging and discharging current must be close to the maximum rated current.  

 

After the ALT is carried out, a variety of statistical lifetime models can be employed 

to analyze the data. 

 

2.16 Battery lifetime prediction in the literature  
 

To identify the parameters that best predict battery life, Harris al. [10] analyze the failure 

patterns of different Li-ion batteries. Harris et al. [10] discuss the challenges encountered when 

life prediction models are developed: most of the variables that determine battery life are 

hidden, and they are hard to define accurately under normal operating conditions. On the other 

hand, failure is generally a statistical process.  

 

Table 10 summarizes the conditions of the experiment conducted by Harris al. [10]: 
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Table 10:The conditions of the Harris et al. [10] experiment. 

Source: adapted from [10]. 

 

Type of Battery  lithium-ion 

Nominal capacity 4.4 Ah 

Active material of the anodes  synthetic graphite 

Active material of the cathoods  LCO (Lithium Cobalt Oxide) 

Number of cells tested  24 cells 

Temperature  25 degree C 

Discharge rate  10 C  

 

Harris et al.  [10] use Weibull and normal distributions to model their failure rates. All of the 

24 cells demonstrate near-identical capacity.  Also Harris et al. in  [10]  compares the  best fit 

models for the normal, 2-Weibull, and 3-Weibull models. An analysis of failure data with 

normal and with two- and three-parameter Weibull probability density functions provides 

uniformly good fits using different definitions of failure. 

 

Johnen et al. [11] examine the fit of Weibull, lognormal, and inverse Gaussian distributions 

when battery lifetimes are modeled from cyclic-aging data. They found that, compared to the 

use of exact or approximated continuous data, when the lognormal distribution is fitted to the 

interval-censored battery data, not much information is lost when fewer inspection points are 

used. The lognormal distribution, they conclude [11], is a reasonable choice for modeling the 

lifetimes of batteries. 

 

Saxena et al.  [86] use a C-rate variable to develop an accelerated model of charge and 

discharge. The variable helps accelerate the charge and discharge cycles, thereby reducing the 

delay times needed to record measurements. During the acceleration process, the loading 

conditions are increased. In the case of Li-ion batteries, the accelerated testing is accomplished 

by accelerating the discharge levels using C-rates. The data obtained after the acceleration and 

deceleration process is then subjected to a nonlinear mixed-effects regression modeling 

approach that considers the variations of the repeated process on the individual batteries in a 

given population.  

The experimental process employed by Saxena et al. [86] focuses on two case studies with Li-

ion battery experimental data. The device manufacturer first tested the batteries from the two 

populations to assess their capacity fade at three discharge C-rates: 0.2C, 0.5C, 1C, and 2C. 

The batteries from the two populations were labeled type A and B. Testing data was limited to 

250 cycles for type A and 450 cycles for type B. The results indicate that the proposed model 
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can show the capacity fade trends of individual batteries from two different battery populations 

on the basis of the four different discharge C-rates. 

Severson et al. [17] study the lifetime prediction of the Li-ion battery. They develop data-driven 

models to accurately predict the life cycle of Li-ion batteries. Their goal is to develop a model 

that more accurately predicts the lifecycle of batteries—a model that could be used in multiple 

chemical, electronic, electrical, and mechanical systems. 

 

Their data generation yields a comprehensive dataset of 124 commercial batteries (lithium iron 

phosphate or graphite cells) tested under fast charging and lifecycles that range from 150 to 

2300 cycles.  Using the first 100 processes only, the model develops achieved prediction errors 

of 9.1% [17].   

 

Severson and his colleagues address the weaknesses of prediction models. Their target areas 

are accuracy, early prediction results, interpretability, and a broadening of applications. The 

research outcome demonstrates that, when predicting the behavior of batteries and other 

complex dynamical systems, promising improvements are attained when data generation and 

data-driven modeling are combined. Moreover, the results indicate that this combination 

improves performance, accuracy, and understanding of Li-ion batteries and other complex 

systems. 

 

Thomas et al. [21] use two models to estimate mean cell life. The first, a degradation model, 

reflects average cell performance. The second, an error model, considers measured cell-to-cell 

variability in performance. The authors use Monte Carlo simulations to assess the uncertainty 

of model parameters and the functions of model parameters, such as mean cell life, which is 

estimated from experimental data. The Monte Carlo simulations also provide a basis for 

estimating the quality of the model based on “lack-of-fit” statistics. 

 

Diao et al. [87] analyze the optimal ALT conditions for LiCoO2-graphite cells. They consider 

three stress factors: ambient temperature, discharge current rate, and charge cut-off C-rate. 

Using an empirical accelerated degradation model to analyze the data, they find that ambient 

temperature can be used to accelerate battery degradation.  

 

Wang et al. [88] design an experiment that collects accelerated battery life testing data at 

different discharge rates. These data are then used to investigate how different discharge rates 
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impact usable battery capacity, design a discharge-rate-dependent state-space model, and 

validate the effectiveness of the proposed battery prognostic method. Collecting historical 

battery degrading data at different degrading rates, they devise an empirical battery degradation 

model. Next, they correlate the parameters of the empirical battery degradation model with 

different degradation rates and establish a more general empirical battery degradation model. 

Then, they construct a discharge rate-dependent state-space model, using a particle filter to 

update the parameter posteriorly. Finally, extrapolating the updated discharge rate-dependent 

state-space model to a discharge rate-dependent soft failure threshold, they predict the 

remaining useful life of batteries at different discharge rates.  They conclude that the proposed 

prognostic method can predict the battery RUL (Remaining Useful Life) at other discharge 

rates. 

 

Takei et al. [19] estimate the life cycles of Li-ion batteries during a short period. Using 

extrapolation, they employ the straight-line approximation to predict the data for limited 

experimental data—a method that has a 40% error rate. Using this method, they examine five 

stress factors: the charge rate, the discharge rate, the charge and discharge rate, the depth of 

discharge, and static thermal stress. They find that the accelerated test condition with large α 

and the β also found in the standard condition is useful because a similar rate of the degradation 

reaction can occur with an increasing number of cycles.  

 

Eom et al. [9] conduct a reliability assessment of lithium secondary batteries. Using the Weibull 

plot for analytical purposes, they estimate the mean time to failure (MTTF) of lithium 

secondary batteries. Schuster et al. [12] characterize 484 new and 1908 aged Li-ion cells 

obtained from two identical battery electric vehicles (i.e., 954 cells each) in terms of capacity 

and impedance measurements, yielding a broad set of data for distribution fit analysis. They 

prove that during the process of aging, there is alteration from normal to Weibull distribution 

for the parameters of Li-ion cells. 

 

Using data mining algorithms and linear regression, Baumhöfer et al. [89] show that local 

operating conditions and variances from within the cell manufacturing process affect variation 

in aging trends. In an experiment involving 48 cells from a mass production line, they find that 

the aging spread cannot be neglected.  
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Braco et al. [90] assess the experimental cycle aging of Li-ion modules from different Nissan 

Leaf automobiles by accelerated cycling tests on their second life. In an analysis that includes 

best-fitting curves, they reveal the evolution of the internal parameters during aging and the 

correlation between them.  

 

Gu et al. [18] use a data-driven model to reduce the cycle numbers for the life testing of Li-ion 

batteries. According to their model, a small amount of data is required to achieve accelerated 

battery life testing. To verify the accuracy of this method they predict the cycle life of two 

commonly used battery material systems. The results demonstrate that this method helps solve 

issues encountered in life studies, including the lack of data samples and the time-consuming 

nature of life testing.  

 

Mekonnen et al. [7] use a variety of parametric distribution analysis models to assess the 

reliability of Sealed Lead Acid batteries. The chose the best fit distribution on the basis of the 

Anderson–Darling adjustment value. Shape parameter (β), scale parameter (α), and threshold 

parameter (λ) of the selected Weibull distribution are computed from experimental cycle life 

test data. 

 

Miao et al. [91] propose an improved grey prediction model to address the low-accuracy 

prediction issue encountered in the grey forecasting model. First, they smooth the data using a 

trigonometric function to transform the original data sequence—a technique called the 

smoothness of the grey prediction model. Next, they integrate the improved grey model with 

the support of the vector machine in order to introduce a grey support vector machine model. 

 

Sun et al [15] employ different charge/discharge rates (1/3C, 1C, 1.5C, 1.8C, 2.0C, and 2.5C) 

to accelerate the aging of commercial LiFePO 4 /graphite cells. Arrhenius equations are used 

to fit the capacity loss with cycling time. 
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Table 11: Studies in the literature that examine ALT battery lifetime predictions. 

# Research  Method of Analysis  

1 Data-driven prediction of battery cycle life before capacity degradation Machine learning (data-driven)  

2 

Failure statistics for commercial lithium-ion batteries: A study of 24 

pouch cells Analysis of failure data with normal and with 2- and 3-
parameter Weibull probability density  functions 

3 

Statistical methodology for predicting the life of lithium-ion cells 

via accelerated degradation testing Degradation model, error model, and Monte Carlo 

4 
Accelerated cycle life testing and capacity degradation modeling of 
LiCoO2-graphite cells Empirical accelerated degradation model 

5 Battery remaining useful life prediction at different discharge rates Empirical battery degradation model, using a state-space model 

6 

Accelerated degradation model for C-rate loading of lithium-

ion batteries A nonlinear mixed-effects regression modeling technique  

7 
From Accelerated Aging Tests to a Lifetime Prediction Model: 
Analyzing Lithium-Ion Batteries Mathematical functions 

8 

Cycle life estimation of lithium secondary battery by extrapolation 

method and accelerated aging test Extrapolation using the straight-line approximation 

9 

A new method of accelerated life testing based on the Grey System 

Theory for a model-based lithium-ion battery life evaluation system Data-driven model 

10 

Fitting lifetime distributions to interval-censored cyclic-aging data of 

lithium-ion batteries Weibull, lognormal, and inverse Gaussian distributions 

11 Life prediction and reliability assessment of lithium secondary batteries Weibull distribution. 

12 

Recognition of battery aging variations for LiFePO4 batteries in 2nd 

use applications combining incremental capacity analysis and statistical 

approaches Normal and Weibull distributions 

13 

Lithium-ion cell-to-cell variation during battery electric vehicle 

operation Normal and Weibull distributions 

14 

Production caused variation in capacity aging trend and correlation to 

initial cell performance 

Statistical methods, linear regression, and data mining 

algorithms 

15 

State-of-charge estimation with aging effect and correction for lithium-

ion battery State-of-charge (SOC) estimation techniques 
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Table 12: Studies in the literature that examine ALT battery lifetime predictions. 

# 
Research  Method of Analysis  

16 

Experimental assessment of cycling ageing of lithium-ion second-life 

batteries from electric vehicles Analysis of best-fitting curves 

17 

Evaluation of Present Accelerated Temperature Testing and Modeling 

of Batteries Arrhenius model 

18 

Capacity fade of lithium-ion batteries upon mixed calendar/cycling 

aging protocol 

Mixed aging protocol that combines cycling and calendar repetitive 

phases 

19 

Accelerated life cycle testing and analysis for early failure prediction 

using two types of lead/acid batteries Weibull distribution 

20 

Life cycle prediction of Sealed Lead Acid batteries based on a Weibull 

model Weibull 

21 

Lithium-ion battery remaining useful life prediction based on grey 

support vector machines Grey prediction model 

22 

Statistical analysis to understand and predict battery degradations in 

real-life electric vehicle use 

Statistical analysis (a linear model whose aim is to predict a real-

valued output Y based on a vector of inputs X¼(X1,.,Xn)/Forward 

selection/Least angle regression/Least absolute shrinkage and 

selection operator/Ridge regression) 

23 

Accelerated aging analysis of the cycle life of LiFePO 4/graphite 

batteries based on different rates Statistical method, “Arrhenius equations.” 

24 

Lithium-ion battery remaining useful life estimation based on fusion 

nonlinear degradation AR model and RPF algorithm Nonlinear degradation autoregressive (ND–AR) time series model 

25 Accelerated life testing of lead-acid industrial motive power cells Statistical method Arrhenius equations 
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2.17 The Normal Distribution 
 

Normal distribution refers to a scenario in which data tend to cluster around the mean value. 

The implication is that there is no bias to the right or the left. In line with this, the normal 

distribution, also known as a Gaussian distribution, is a significant probability distribution in 

statistics since it fits various natural phenomena. The probability of extreme values in the right 

and the left tail tends to taper off equally in either direction. Figure 25 shows an example of a 

normal distribution curve of data. 

 
Figure 25:A normal distribution curve. 

Source: Adapted from [92]. 

 

The curve indicates that the values cluster around the average of 1.5 M. The shape and 

probability of normal distribution are influenced by the standard deviation and the mean. In 

line with this, the mean refers to a central tendency of the distribution. Changing the mean 

value has the effect of shifting the entire curve right or left. Notably, increasing the mean would 

shift the curve to the right side along the X-axis, as shown in Figure 26. In the case of failure 

analysis, the normal distribution can help us to analyze how the failure probability is 

symmetrically distributed around the mean. 

 
Figure 26:Shifting the curve to the right side along the X-axis. 

Source: Adapted from [92]. 
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Conversely, the standard deviation measures the variability of data.  It determines how far the 

values tend to fall from the mean. Changing the standard deviation can either spread or tighten 

the width of the normal distribution along the X-axis. In line with this, a larger standard 

deviation is associated with normal distributions that are more spread out than those shown in 

Figure 27.  A narrow distribution decreases the chances that the value falls away from the mean 

 
Figure 27:Result of Changing the standard deviation. 

Source: Adapted from [92]. 

 

Usage and Application of Normal Distribution 

The normal distribution is commonly used to understand distribution factors in the population. 

In line with this, it is applied in most statistical hypothesis tests and in regression analysis. It is 

worth noting that a normal distribution's raw scores need to be standardized into a  z-score to 

enable a researcher to determine the proportion of the values that fall within a given number of 

standard deviations from the average. Therefore, z-scores allow a researcher to compare 

observations that would otherwise not be possible. In line with this, probabilities can be 

computed across different populations. The implication is that z-scores can be used to compare 

oranges and lemons. The z-score can be computed using the formulae; 

 𝑍 =
X−µ

𝜎
 , where X represents the value of measurement obtained from raw data. 𝜎 and µ 

represent the population standard deviation and the mean, respectively.  

 

2.18  Weibull Distribution 
 

Weibull distribution refers to a continuous probability distribution [93]. Named after Weloddi 

Weibull, a Swedish mathematician, the distribution is used to describe the observed failures of 

several types of phenomena and components. The standard versions of Weibull Distribution 

probability density functions (pdf) include the two-parameter Weibull and the three-parameter 

Weibull. The Weibull distribution is a generalization of the exponential distribution. However, 
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it does not assume a constant hazard rate, and, therefore, it has wider applications. Furthermore, 

Weibull Distribution can model a great variety of data and life characteristics, including 

constant, increasing, and decreasing failure rates (CFR, IFR, and DFR). Weibull Distribution 

features two important parameters. The first is the (shape parameter or slope parameter) β, 

which determines the shape of the distribution curve. The second is the scale parameter 𝛼, 

which determines the scale of the distribution curve. All three life stages of the bathtub curve 

can be modeled with the Weibull distribution and different values of the shape parameter β, as 

shown in Figure 28:  

• If β < 1, then the failure rate decreases over time. 

• If β = 1, then the failure rate is constant, a straight-line relationship between h(t) and t. 

•  If β > 1, then the failure rate increases with time.  

 
Figure 28:The bathtub curve. 
Source: Adapted from [94]. 

 

Figure 29 presents the effects of different values of the Weibull slope (β) on the shape of the 

Weibull probability density function (PDF). It is based on the assumption that the location 

parameter is constant.  

 

Figure 29:Graph showing the effects of different values of Weibull slope (β) on the shape of the Weibull PDF. 

Source: Adapted from [95]. 
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Weibull Distribution’s Application 

Weibull distribution is used to model the failure and lifetime of products, and it is also 

embraced in the assessment of product reliability [96]. Thus, based on the values of parameters, 

the Weibull distribution can be used to model various life behaviors. It plays a vital role in 

many reliability analysis applications.  

 

2.19 Lognormal Distribution 
 

 Lognormal distribution refers to a statistical probability distribution of a random variable 

characterized by a customarily distributed logarithm [97]. It can also be defined as the 

distribution of a variable whose logarithm follows the normal distribution. By implication, if 

random variable X follows a lognormal distribution, then Y= ln(X) follows a normal 

distribution. Similarly, X= exp (Y) has a lognormal distribution if Y has a normal distribution. 

The lognormal distribution is also known as the Galton distribution. It is worth noting that the 

variable that has a lognormal distribution strictly takes a positive real value.  The lognormal 

distribution is asymmetrical and positively skewed [98]. This is attributed to the fact that the 

natural logarithm only takes positive values.  

 

The lognormal distribution has two parameters: scale 𝜇 and shape. As shown in Figure 30, the 

distribution is flexible because changing the values of the parameters changes the structure of 

the model.  

 

 
Figure 30:Graph showing the effect of σ on the lognormal probability density function. 

Source: Adapted from [99]. 
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It is clear from Figure 30 that lognormal distribution is positively skewed. The function begins 

from zero then increases up to an optimum level, beyond which it starts to decline. It is worth 

noting that an increase in 𝜇 is associated with the increased probability of the skewness of the 

lognormal distribution.  Figure 31 shows the influence of 𝜇 on the lognormal probability 

density function. In the Lognormal Distribution, the hazard function increases initially to a 

maximum and then decreases. Consequently, the lognormal distribution is suitable for survival 

patterns with an initially increasing and then decreasing hazard rate. 

 

 
Figure 31:The influence of μ on the lognormal probability density function. 

Source: Adapted from [99]. 

 

Note in Figure 31 that the probability density function increases sharply and then follows an 

ordinate axis, before peeking out and declining sharply.  

 

Uses and Application of Lognormal Distribution 

Lognormal distributions are used to address issues that cannot be solved by a normal 

distribution. For instance, they are used in the description of failure rates, and they are 

commonly used as possible fitting models in lifetime analyses of many products [100]. They 

have many industrial applications. For instance, in quality control analysis, lognormal 

distributions are used to describe wear resistance and the fatigue life of products.  
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Table 13: Equations associated with Normal, Weibull, and lognormal. 

 
Normal Weibull Lognormal 
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Where,    

PDF: Probability density function. 

CDF: Cumulative distribution function. 

RF: Reliability function. 

HRF: Hazard rate function. 

MTTF: Mean time to failure. 

Φ: The CDF of the standard normal distribution. 

𝜑: The PDF of the standard normal distribution. 

Г: The gamma function. 
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2.20 Statistical goodness of test 
 

It is important to assess the goodness-of-fit of models. The goodness of fit test is a statistical 

hypothesis that tests and describes how well a model fits a set of observations. Furthermore, it 

summarizes the discrepancy between the observed values and the values expected under a 

statistical model that is tested. The following components constitute any statistical hypothesis 

test: the hypotheses, the test statistic, and the significance level.  This work focuses on the 

following tests: Jarque–Bera, chi-squared, and Lilliefors.  

 

Jarque–Bera:  

Jarque-Bera [101] is a goodness of fit test of departure from normality based on the sample 

skewness and kurtosis. The test is used when there is an observation and the analyst wants to 

test whether the observation comes from a normal distribution. Jarque-Bera tests the hypothesis 

that skewness is 0 and kurtosis is 3—the values for a normal distribution. Furthermore, if the 

P-value >0.05, then the dataset is from a normal distribution. In other words, it is applicable to 

lognormal distribution, and it can be used to test whether the log of data is normal. However, 

this test is not applicable to many models, including the Weibull distribution.  

 

Chi-squared: 

The Chi-square goodness [102] of the fit test was developed by Pearson in 1900. Used to 

compare the observed sample distribution with the expected probability distribution, the Chi-

square goodness of fit test is based on two hypotheses. The first is the null hypothesis 𝐻0, 

which assumes no significant difference between the observed and the expected value.  The 

second is the alternative hypothesis, which assumes a significant difference between the 

observed and the expected values. To perform the Chi-square goodness of fit test, it is necessary 

to determine the degree of freedom, which depends on the distribution of the sample, the 

sample size, and the number of parameters estimated. 

 

Lilliefors: 

The Lilliefors goodness of fit test, developed by Lilliefors and Van Soest [103], is a modified 

form of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of goodness of fit. In the Lilliefors goodness of fit test, 

the analyst accepts that the data is normally distributed if the maximum difference between the 

hypothesized and observed cumulative distribution function is less than a certain threshold; 
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otherwise, the test is rejected. The test has been extended to other distributions, including 

Weibull and lognormal.    

The three tests can be performed using any software that facilitates manual calculations. In this 

work, we use MatLab for the implementation of the three tests just described. 

 

2.21 Probability plot  
 

A probability is a very important method for extracting information from data. Table 15 shows 

the advantages and disadvantages of the probability plot. 

 

Table 14: The advantages and disadvantages of the probability plot. Source: adapted from [100]. 

 

Advantage Disadvantage 

Simple to use Is subjective 

Helps to draw a conclusion from data 

Provides simple estimates for distributions, 

such as its percentiles, failure rates, etc. 

Assesses how well a given theoretical 

distribution can fit the data 

Can be used in complete and censored data Does not provide confidence intervals 

Helps to identify and spot unusual data 

Can help to assess the assumptions of analytic 

methods applied to the data 

 

 

In the following section we discuss how to estimate some of the Normal, Lognormal, and 

Weibull parameters from the probability plot.  

 

Normal probability plot  

The mean 𝜇  of a normal distribution is equal to the 50th percentile of “the median,” while the 

difference between the mean μ and the 16th percentile is the standard deviation σ. 
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Lognormal probability plot 

The μ in the lognormal probability plot is the log of the median, which is the 50th percentile, 

and the σ is the difference between 𝜇 and the log of the 16th percentile.  

 

Weibull probability plot 

In the Weibull probability plot, the 63rd percentile represents the scale parameter α, while the 

shape parameter β is the slope of the fitted line in a Weibull plot when the log scale is 

considered in the calculations. 

 

2.22 The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 
 

The maximum likelihood estimation, or MLE, is a statistical approach based on observed and 

subsequently recorded data regarding parameters of interest. In this approach, the parameters 

of the underlying distribution are chosen such that the likelihood is maximum. This makes the 

choice of the parameter most supportive to the observed data [104]. 

 

The maximum likelihood estimate can be applied to many forms of distribution, including 

normal, Weibull, and lognormal distributions.  Kittaneh et al. [105] discuss the MLE 

estimating equations of the lognormal parameters from censored samples of size r as follows:  

 

�̂�𝑐𝑒𝑛 =
1

𝑟
∑𝑟

𝑖=1 log𝑥𝑖 +
𝑛−𝑟

𝑟

𝜑(𝑧𝑐𝑒𝑛)

1−𝜙(𝑧𝑐𝑒𝑛)
�̂�𝑐𝑒𝑛, (2) 

�̂�𝑐𝑒𝑛 = √
1

𝑟
(𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑡 − �̂�𝑐𝑒𝑛 ) ∑ (�̂�𝑐𝑒𝑛 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑥𝑖) +

1

𝑟

𝑟
𝑖=1  ∑ (𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑥𝑖 − �̂�𝑐𝑒𝑛)2𝑟

𝑖=1 , 

 

(3) 

𝑧𝑐𝑒𝑛 =
log 𝑡−�̂�𝑐𝑒𝑛

�̂�𝑐𝑒𝑛

,  

     Where   𝜙 and 𝜑 are the PDF and CDF of the standard normal distribution, 

respectively. 

 

(4) 

Kittaneh et al. in [105] discuss the use of the MLE estimating equations of Weibull parameter 

censored samples of size r as follows: 

 

𝑟 = (𝑛 − 𝑟)(𝑡/�̂�𝑡)
�̂�𝑡

log(𝑡/�̂�𝑡) − ∑𝑟
𝑖=1 [1 − (𝑥𝑖/�̂�𝑡)

�̂�𝑡
] 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑥𝑖/�̂�𝑡)

�̂�𝑡
  

(5) 
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𝑟 = (𝑛 − 𝑟)(𝑡/�̂�𝑡)
�̂�𝑡

+ ∑

𝑟

𝑖=1

(𝑥𝑖/�̂�𝑡)
�̂�𝑡

. 
(6) 

 

Kittaneh et al.  in [106] discuss the use of the MLE estimating equations of the normal 

parameter censored samples, as in the equation that follows: 

μ̂𝑡 = �̅� −
Ω

Ω+ξ
(�̅� − 𝑡) , (7) 

�̂�𝑡
2 = 𝑠2 +

𝛺

𝛺+𝜉
(�̅� − 𝑡)2, (8) 

 

Where 𝑠2 can be calculated as follows:  

𝑠2 = ∑
(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2

𝑟

𝑟

𝑖=1
 

(9) 

 

And where 𝛺 can be calculated as follows: 

𝛺 =
ℎ

1−ℎ

𝜙(𝜉)

1−Φ(𝜉)
, 

 

(10) 

                                                            

where 𝜙 and Φ are the PDF and the CDF of the standard normal distribution, respectively. 

 

To estimate MLE for normal, Weibull, and lognormal parameters, Mathematica software is 

used to facilitate the tough and time-consuming calculations. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

3.1  Methodology used to evaluate the Best Lifetime Model for commercial Li-
Ion Batteries 
Because conducting real-life aging tests for Li-ion batteries is an expensive and time-

consuming process, my research examines experimental data documented in [10], which tests 

the life cycle of 24 Li-ion batteries. The nominal capacity of these batteries is 4.4 Ah, and the 

active materials of the anodes and cathodes are synthetic graphite and LCO (Lithium Cobalt 

Oxide), respectively. In the experiment, a 10C discharge rate was employed for these cycle life 

tests to accelerate the degradation process. The capacities were measured after each cycle. 

Table 16 shows the results of the experiment, including the failure data, which includes the 

cycle number for each Failure or Suspension and the number of Failures or Suspensions 

 
Table 15:The results of the experiment documented in [10]. 

# Cycles  F/S 

1 255 F 

2 301 F 

3 326 F 

4 338 F 

5 340 F 

6 341 F 

7 379 F 

8 408 F 

9 409 F 

10 430 F 

11 449 F 

12 475 F 

13 497 F 

14 509 F 

15 515 F 

16 518 F 

17 537 F 

18 541 F 

19 541 F 

20 560 F 

21 560 S 
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This study uses two programs to analyze the data. The first program, Matlab, examines the data 

through the use of four good fitness tests: Lilliefors, the CHI Square Test, and the Jarque-Bera 

tests. Matlab plots the probability plot for normal, Weibull, and lognormal distributions. The 

second program, Mathematica, is used to calculate the maximum likelihood estimation and the 

censored sample calculations.   

 

Three models are used to estimate the lifetime of the battery. The first, the Weibull model, has 

two parameters: scale (𝛽) and shape (𝛼). The probability density function (PDF) of the plain 

Weibull distribution is defined in equation 11.  

𝑓(𝑡)= 
𝛼

𝛽
 (

𝑡

𝛽
)𝛼−1 𝑒

−(
𝑡

𝛽
)𝛼

                                                                (11)                       

             

where 𝑡 > 0, 𝛼 > 0 and 𝛽 > 0, with mean value 

 

 𝑀𝑊 = 𝛼. Г (
1

𝛽
+ 1) 

                                                                                                           (12)   

                  

The second, the lognormal distribution model, has two parameters, scale (𝜃) and shape (𝜏), as 

PDF has shown in equation 13   

 

𝑓(𝑡) = 
1

𝜏√2𝜋𝑡
𝑒−

1

2
 (

𝑙𝑛𝑡− 𝜃

𝜏
)2

 ,                        (13) 

 

  where 𝑡 > 0, 𝜃 ∈ (−∞, ∞) and 𝜏 > 0, with the mean value 

 

 𝑀𝐿 = 𝑒  𝜃+𝜏2/2.                                                                              (14)                                       

                     

 

Third is the normal distribution model. This model has two parameters, location (μ) and scale 

(𝜎), as PDF has shown in equation 15  

 

𝑓(𝑡) = 
1

√2𝜋𝜎
𝑒−

1

2
 (

𝑡− 𝜇

𝜎
)2

                                                                                     (15)       

        

where 𝑡 ∈ (−∞, ∞), μ ∈ (−∞, ∞) and 𝜎 > 0, with the mean value 

 

 𝑀𝑁 = 𝜇.                                 (16) 

 

 

The warranty time (𝑇𝑘), which is the expected time during which k% of the sold items will 

fail, is calculated using the lifetime of each model.  Table 16 shows the methodology used to 

calculate the 5% and 10% warranty times for each model, where x is the warranty time.  x can 
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be calculated by solving for x in the equations provided in table 16. 

Table 16:The 5% and 10% warranty times corresponding to each model. 
Distribution warranty Lifetime model 

 

Weibull 

5% warranty 
∫ 0.01 (

𝑡

516.88
)4.22 𝑒−(

𝑡
516.88

)5.22

𝑑𝑡 = 0.05
𝑥

0

 

10% warranty 
∫ 0.01 (

𝑡

516.88
)4.22 𝑒−(

𝑡
516.88

)5.22

𝑑𝑡 = 0.10
𝑥

0

 

 

Lognormal  

5% warranty 
∫

1

0.28√2𝜋𝑡
𝑒−

1
2

 (
𝑙𝑛𝑡−6.13

0.28
)2

𝑑𝑡 = 0.05
𝑥

0

 

10% warranty 
∫

1

0.28√2𝜋𝑡
𝑒−

1
2

 (
𝑙𝑛𝑡−6.13

0.28
)2

𝑑𝑡 = 0.10
𝑥

0

 

 

Normal  

5% warranty 
∫

1

119.32√2𝜋
𝑒−

1
2

 (
𝑡− 470.4

119.32
)2

𝑥

0

𝑑𝑡 = 0.05 

10% warranty 
∫

1

119.32√2𝜋
𝑒−

1
2

 (
𝑡− 470.4

119.32
)2

𝑥

0

𝑑𝑡 = 0.10 

 

 

An intensive simulation is performed by generating 1000 samples from Weibull, lognormal 

and normal distributions of sample size n=24. The parameter values used in this study are the 

MLEs Parameters. Next, different censored samples are generated that correspond to several 

pre-assumed termination times t (=550-650) with step size 10 cycles. The main purpose of the 

simulation is to compute at each time quantities that can be used to identify the model that best 

predicts the lifetime. The three computed quantities are: 

 

1. The relative errors (𝜺) in estimating the parameters of the distributions 

 

If 𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑚  and 𝜔𝑐𝑒𝑛(𝑡)are the estimates of a parameter 𝜔 from a complete sample and its censored 

sample at time 𝑡, respectively, the natural relative error in estimating 𝜔 due to censoring [105] 

is  

(�̂�𝑡) = |𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑚 − 𝜔𝑐𝑒𝑛(𝑡)|/𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑚.                                                                     (17) 

 

2. The log-likelihood values (H).  

 

Let 𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑚 = {𝑋(1),  𝑋(2)  , … ,  𝑋(𝑛) } be a complete ordered sample of lifetimes that is censored 

on the right at time 𝑡. The resulting censored sample is 𝑋𝑐𝑒𝑛(𝑡) = {𝑋(1), 𝑋(2), . . . , 𝑋(𝑟)}, which 

consists of the lifetimes that are less than or equal to 𝑡, this means that 𝑋𝑖 ≤ 𝑡, for all 

𝑖=1,2, … , 𝑟, where 𝑟 ≤ 𝑛 is the censored sample size. The log-likelihood value of the censored 

sample [105], [106], [107], [108] is defined to be 

𝐻 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑓(𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑛(𝑡)),                            (18)                                  

where 𝑓(𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑛(𝑡)) = 𝑘[1 − 𝐹(𝑡)]𝑛−𝑟 ∏ 𝑓(𝑥(𝑖)
𝑟
𝑖=1 ), is the likelihood of the censored sample 
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such that k is the ordering constant and 𝑓(. ) and 𝐹(. ) are the probability density and cumulative 

distribution functions, respectively. The log-likelihood values are meaningless when looking 

at them for one model, however, they are used to compare the performance of two samples of 

two models, censored or complete. The higher the log-likelihood value, the better the sample.                               

 

3. The entropy-based efficiency of censored samples (C)  

 

In practical applications, as in this study, (�̂�𝑡) is difficult to be computed as the complete 

sample is not available, therefore, the performance of censored samples is measured using the 

entropy-based efficiency censored sample which only requires acceptable estimates of the 

distribution parameters from the complete or appropriate censored samples. The reader is 

referred to a sequence of recent works that have addressed this concept [105], [106],[107], 

[108]and very recently in [106] where this idea has been discussed in a more sophisticated way. 

 

𝜏𝑡 =
𝐸[log(𝑓(𝑋𝑐𝑒𝑛(𝑡))/𝛿𝑐𝑒𝑛)]

𝐸[log(𝑓(𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑚)/𝛿𝑐𝑜𝑚)]
,                                                       (19)       

 

where 𝑓(𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑚) = 𝑛! ∏ 𝑓(𝑥(𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1 ),  is the likelihood of the censored sample and 𝑓(𝑋𝑐𝑒𝑛(𝑡)) is 

as in (18) such that 𝛿𝑐𝑜𝑚 and 𝛿𝑐𝑒𝑛 are their supremum values, respectively. The efficiency 

function (19) reduces to    

 

𝜏𝑡 = ∫ 𝐺(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑡

−∞
/ ∫ 𝐺(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

∞

−∞
,                                                    (20)              

                   

where 𝐺(𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥)𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑓(𝑥)/𝛿) such that 𝑓(𝑥) is the PDF of the underlying distribution 

and 𝛿 is its supremum as clear from [107]. 

 

Each simulation is performed as follows. A random sample of size n=24 is generated from the 

distribution under consideration with the parameters obtained from the experimental data as 

shown in Table 21 in the result section. The specimens that are less than or equal to 𝑡 are 

selected to constitute the corresponding censored sample. The censored sample size r and 

percentage 𝑝𝑡 is computed for each 𝑡, and the MLEs of the parameters are reproduced from the 

complete and censored samples. The MLEs of the censored samples are computed using the 

formulas (2-10) as explained in literature review section, and the same formulas are used to 

compute the MLEs of the complete samples by replacing r with n, where in this case the 

estimating equations become as follows. 
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Weibull Distribution: 

𝑛 = ∑𝑛
𝑖=1 [1 − (𝑥𝑖/�̂�𝑡)

�̂�𝑡
] 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑥𝑖/�̂�𝑡)

�̂�𝑡
                                                      (21) 

𝑛 = ∑𝑛
𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖/�̂�𝑡)

�̂�𝑡
.                                                                                      (22) 

 

Lognormal Distribution: 

𝜃𝑡 =
1

𝑛
∑𝑛

𝑖=1 log𝑥𝑖,                                                                                         (23)  

            �̂�𝑡
2 =

1

𝑛
∑𝑛

𝑖=1 (log𝑥𝑖 − 𝜃𝑡)
2
.                                                                          (24) 

 

 

Normal Distribution: 

μ̂𝑡 = �̅�,                                                                                                                 (25)           

 �̂�𝑡
2 = 𝑠2,                                                                                                                 (26) 

where �̅� = ∑
𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑛
𝑖=1  and 𝑠2 = ∑

(𝑥𝑖−�̅�)2

𝑛

𝑛
𝑖=1 , the observed complete sample mean and variance, 

respectively. In this case, Ω becomes zero and there is no need for the auxiliary equations as 

in the case of censoring.  

 

The relative error in estimating each parameter (  ) is then computed using equation (17). The 

log-likelihood value (H) is computed for each censored sample by substituting its specimens 

in (18). The efficiency of censored sample (𝐶) is computed by substituting the parameters’ 

MLEs computed from the censored samples in formulas (20).  

 

 

Figure 32 next page summarizes the methods used to identify the Best Lifetime Model for 

commercial Li-Ion Batteries. 
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Figure 32:Shows the method used to evaluate the Best Lifetime Model for commercial Li-Ion Batteries. 
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3.2 Methodology used to evaluate the impact of the physical parameters of 
electrodes on the life models of the Li-Ion battery 
 

As noted in the literature review, the Li-ion battery's electrodes constitute the largest and 

heaviest material components of the battery. Furthermore, the electrodes impact the 

performance of Li-ion battery, as discussed in [22, 23]. Thus, this thesis takes analysis to the 

next level by examining the impact of the physical parameters of electrodes on three statistical 

life models of the Li-Ion battery: Weibull, lognormal, and normal distributions. To investigate 

the impact of electrodes on the lifetime models of Li-ion batteries, we use real experimental 

data for two types of batteries, B1 and B2. The data are obtained from [109].   

 

Table 17 below the parameters of these batteries.  

 
Table 17:The parameters of the experiment conducted in [109]. 

 

 B1 B2 

Nominal Capacity(Ah) 1.1 Ah 1.35 Ah 

Length (mm) 50 50 

Width 33.8 33.8 

Thickness (mm) 5.4 6.7 

Weight (g) 22 28 

 

Arbin BT-2000 was used in [109] to test the cycle life of batteries. The number of cycles to 

failure for batteries B1 and B2 is listed in Table 18. 

 

Table 18:The number of cycles to failure for batteries B1 and B2, as documented in [109]. 

 

Battery 

Sample  

Discharge 

condition  

Number of 

cycles to failure  

B1_1 0.5C 730 

B1_2 0.5C 471 

B1_3 0.5C 537 

B1_4 0.5C 515 

B1_5 1.0C 608 

B1_6 1.0C 480 

B1_7 1.0C 601 

B1_8 1.0C 661 

B2_1 0.5C 1336 

B2_2 0.5C 764 

B2_3 0.5C 803 

B2_4 0.5C 1321 

B2_5 1.0C 669 

B2_6 1.0C 741 

B2_7 1.0C 747 

B2_8 1.0C 724 
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Three standard goodness of fit tests namely, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS), Anderson Darling 

(AD) , and Jarque - Bera (JB) were used to check the appropriateness of the Weibull, lognormal 

and normal distribution to the experimental data in [109].  Furthermore, the analysis of variance 

test ( ANOVA) , is used to test the hypothesis that the homogeneity of the mean lifetime 

between the two types of the batteries and when changing the stress from 0.5C to 1C.  Table 

19 shows a summary of the methods used for analyzing the data in [109] 

 

Table 19:Methods used in this study to analyze the data. 
Test Description 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)  KS test [110] is a powerful nonparametric goodness of fit test that finds the 
maximum vertical distance between the empirical and completely specified 
theoretical distributions. The test is not accurate when the parameters are 
estimated from data, as in our case. Thus, its modified version [6], referred to 
as the Lilliefors test, is used instead. 
 

Anderson Darling (AD)  

 

AD goodness of fit test [111] for any completely specified distribution, i.e., 
with known or estimated parameters considering the adjustment of the test 
statistic or its critical values. The test applies to the three distributions.  
 

Jarque - Bera (JB) 

 

JB test [8] is very efficient but usually applied after taking the approval of 
other two tests like KS and AD. The test is only applicable to normal and 
lognormal, but not Weibull. 

 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) ANOVA [9] is used to decide whether there is a significant difference between 
the means of two independent random variables, given they are sufficiently 
normally distributed and have similar variances.  
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  CHAPTER 4 

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

4.1 Result and discussion of the Best Lifetime Model for commercial Li-Ion 
Batteries: 
 

The three probability plots for the data using the three distributions Normal, Weibull, and 

lognormal distributions, as depicted in Figures 33, 34, and 35, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 33:The probability plot for normal distribution. 

 

 
Figure 34:The probability plot for Weibull distribution. 

 

 
Figure 35:The probability plot for the lognormal distribution. 
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Figures 33, 34, and 35 display the probability plots of normal, Weibull, and lognormal 

distributions, respectively. They are graphical patterns whereby data distribution is transformed 

into a linear plot [87] that describes the expected failed population fraction.  

 

The data points fall on or close to the line of the three models, indicating the appropriateness 

of the three distributions to fit the data. In general, probability plots are simple techniques that 

show a theoretical model's suitability for the experimental data, and this information can be 

used to estimate the model's parameters. To assure the good fitness of the data, a detailed 

analysis can be achieved by combining the graphical and analytical methods. In this work, we 

use Lilliefors [86], Pearson’s Chi-Squared [85], and Jarque-Bera [84] goodness of fit GOF 

tests.  

Table 20 records the three goodness of fit test results and the corresponding p values. 

Table 20:The GOF tests results for the ALT data 

Test Lilliefors Chi-Squared Jarque-Bera 

Weibull Accept 

P= 0.2441 

Accept 

P= 0.1174 
Not Applicable 

Lognormal Accept 

P= 0.2119 

Accept 

P= 0.5467 

Accept 

P= 0.1996 

Normal  Accept 

P= 0.2618 

Accept 

P= 0.3107 

Accept 

P= 0.2131 

 

It is evident from  table 20  that the high p values (relative to the significance level of 0.05) 

shown for the Lilliefors Test indicate that the three distributions are possible fitting models to 

the data with comparable p values.  

 

On the other hand, the Chi-Squared test also accepts the tests, but with a much higher p value 

for the lognormal distribution and a lower value for the Weibull distribution. Looking at the 

Jarque-Bera test results, which are only applicable to the lognormal and normal distributions, 

we see that the test supports data from both models, which have comparable p values. In brief, 

the GOF tests indicates that the lognormal distribution model provides the best fit for the data 

in all cases examined. 

 

Table 21 shows the maximum likelihood estimates and corresponding lifetime models for the 

three distributions using equations 11, 13, and 15. 
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Table 21:The MLE and corresponding lifetime models for the three distributions. 

 
Distribution Parameters’ MLEs Lifetime Model 𝑓(𝑡) 

Weibull  𝛼 =5.22 0.01 (
𝑡

516.88
)4.22 𝑒−(

𝑡

516.88
)5.22

  
 𝛽 =516.88 

   

Lognormal 𝜃 =6.13 1

0.28√2𝜋𝑡
𝑒−

1

2
 (

𝑙𝑛𝑡−6.13

0.28
)2

      
 𝜏 =0.28 

   

Normal μ =470.4 1

119.32√2𝜋
𝑒−

1

2
 (

𝑡− 470.4

119.32
)2

          
 𝜎 =119.32 

 

Table 22 shows the mean time to failure (MTTF) calculated for Weibull, Lognormal, and 

Normal distributions.  

Table 22:The MTTF and 5% and 10% warranty times that correspond to each model. 

 
Distribution MTTF 

(cycles) 

Warranty Times (cycles) 

Weibull 475.8 
𝑇5= 292.6 

𝑇10= 335.9 

   

Lognormal 477.9 
𝑇5= 289.9 

𝑇10= 320.9 

   

Normal 470.4 
𝑇5= 274.1 

𝑇10= 317.5 

 

Table 22 shows that the MTTF mean time to failure is 475.8, 477.9, and 470.4 for Weibull, 

lognormal, and normal distributions, respectively. The table also records the 5% and 10% 

warranty times for each model. For the manufacturer, estimating warranty times is significant 

because it is committed to repairing or replacing the product within a warranty period if it fails 

to function properly.  

 

In the Weibull model, after 292.6 cycles, 5% of batteries fail, while after 335.9 cycles, 10% of 

batteries fail. In the lognormal model, after 289.9 cycles, 5% of the battery fail, and after 320.9 

cycles, 10% of the battery fail. Lastly, for the normal model, after 274.1 cycles 5% of the 

battery fail, while after 317.5 cycles 10 % of the battery fail. These results indicate that the 

most optimistic model for the 5% and 10% warranty times is the normal model.  However, the 

lognormal is the most likely to happen. 

 

The simulation results for Weibull, lognormal and normal distributions are reported in Tables 

23, 24, and 25, respectively.  
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Table 23:The simulation results of the Weibull model. 

t 𝐶𝑊(𝑡) �̂�𝑡  𝜺(�̂�𝑡) �̂�𝑡  𝜺(�̂�𝑡) 𝑝𝑡(𝑊) 𝐻𝑊(𝑡) 

550 61.0% 5.69 8.3% 554.14 7.26% 75.0% -66.8 

560 62.1% 5.61 7.2% 550.78 6.80% 78.1% -70.1 

570 63.6% 5.70 6.9% 548.75 6.29% 81.5% -72.1 

580 65.3% 5.63 5.8% 544.37 5.71% 83.8% -74.5 

590 67.5% 5.66 5.1% 542.91 5.21% 86.2% -77.1 

600 69.8% 5.60 4.4% 539.76 4.71% 88.8% -79.0 

610 72.5% 5.62 3.9% 537.41 4.17% 90.7% -81.0 

620 75.2% 5.62 3.3% 534.20 3.56% 92.4% -82.3 

630 78.1% 5.57 2.9% 531.59 3.09% 94.1% -83.9 

640 80.9% 5.53 2.3% 530.24 2.77% 95.4% -85.1 

650 83.7% 5.57 2.0% 527.62 2.24% 96.2% -86.1 

 
Table 24:The simulation results of the lognormal model. 

t 𝐶𝐿(𝑡) 𝜃𝑡  𝜺(𝜃𝑡) �̂�𝑡  𝜺(�̂�𝑡) 𝑝𝑡(𝐿) 𝐻𝐿(𝑡) 

550 74.0% 6.133 0.2% 0.274 8.1% 74.1% -66.6 

560 76.0% 6.131 0.2% 0.276 7.8% 75.7% -68.3 

570 77.9% 6.133 0.2% 0.275 7.3% 77.7% -70.4 

580 79.7% 6.133 0.2% 0.275 7.2% 79.5% -72.5 

590 81.4% 6.131 0.2% 0.274 6.2% 81.4% -73.8 

600 83.0% 6.129 0.2% 0.274 6.3% 82.7% -75.5 

610 84.4% 6.133 0.2% 0.275 5.9% 84.4% -77.0 

620 85.8% 6.135 0.1% 0.273 5.6% 85.8% -78.5 

630 87.0% 6.130 0.1% 0.274 5.3% 87.0% -79.8 

640 88.2% 6.132 0.1% 0.273 4.9% 87.9% -80.9 

650 89.2% 6.129 0.1% 0.274 4.5% 89.5% -81.9 

 
Table 25:The simulation results of the normal model 

t 𝐶𝑁(𝑡) μ̂𝑡 𝜺(μ̂𝑡) �̂�𝑡 𝜺(�̂�𝑡) 𝑝𝑡(𝑁) 𝐻𝑁(𝑡) 

550 53.5% 470.81 1.5% 115.81 8.4% 74.7% -68.2 

560 54.8% 470.13 1.4% 116.57 7.8% 77.5% -70.9 

570 56.3% 470.45 1.2% 116.59 7.3% 79.8% -72.8 

580 58.1% 469.08 1.0% 115.78 6.4% 82.5% -75.0 

590 60.0% 471.95 1.0% 117.24 6.3% 84.1% -77.0 

600 62.1% 470.50 0.8% 116.01 5.5% 86.2% -78.7 

610 64.4% 470.81 0.8% 117.00 5.1% 88.1% -80.1 

620 66.7% 470.01 0.6% 116.93 4.5% 89.5% -82.2 

630 69.1% 470.36 0.6% 116.27 4.2% 90.7% -83.2 

640 71.6% 470.18 0.5% 115.79 3.7% 92.3% -84.7 

650 74.0% 470.45 0.4% 116.03 3.2% 93.5% -86.0 

        
. 
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We can identify the best model by looking at  each model’s efficiency, as listed in Tables 23, 

24 and 25. For example, in Table 23, we see that the efficiency of the Weibull model at t =550 

is 61.0%, which means  
𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 

𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 
  after 550 cycle is 61%. 

In general, efficiency increases with time because the amount of data increases. The three tables 

clearly indicate that the censored samples of the lognormal distribution more efficiently 

estimate the distribution parameters. This can be seen by observing that  

𝐶𝐿(𝑡) > 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝐶𝑊(𝑡), 𝐶𝑁(𝑡)}, and this is very clear in the table 26.   

 

Table 26:Comparison of the efficiency of the Weibull, lognormal and normal models. 

t 𝐶𝑊(𝑡) 𝐶𝐿(𝑡) 𝐶𝑁(𝑡) 
550 61.00% 74.00% 53.50% 

560 62.10% 76.00% 54.80% 

570 63.60% 77.90% 56.30% 

580 65.30% 79.70% 58.10% 

590 67.50% 81.40% 60.00% 

600 69.80% 83.00% 62.10% 

610 72.50% 84.40% 64.40% 

620 75.20% 85.80% 66.70% 

630 78.10% 87.00% 69.10% 

640 80.90% 88.20% 71.60% 

650 83.70% 89.20% 74.00% 
 

Furthermore, when looking at 𝑝𝑡(𝑊), 𝑝𝑡(𝐿) and 𝑝𝑡(𝑁), which represent the average censored 

sample sizes for the Weibull, lognormal and normal models, respectively, we see that 𝑝𝑡(𝐿) <

𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑝𝑡(𝑊), 𝑝𝑡(𝑁)}. As shown in Table 27, the lognormal model consumes less censored data 

than the Weibull and normal models. 

Table 27:The average censored sample size of the Weibull, lognormal and normal models. 

t 𝑝𝑡(𝑊) 𝑝𝑡(𝐿) 𝑝𝑡(𝑁) 
550 75.00% 74.10% 74.70% 

560 78.10% 75.70% 77.50% 

570 81.50% 77.70% 79.80% 

580 83.80% 79.50% 82.50% 

590 86.20% 81.40% 84.10% 

600 88.80% 82.70% 86.20% 

610 90.70% 84.40% 88.10% 

620 92.40% 85.80% 89.50% 

630 94.10% 87.00% 90.70% 

640 95.40% 87.90% 92.30% 

650 96.20% 89.50% 93.50% 
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Looking at the likelihood values for the Weibull, lognormal, and normal models, it is evident 

that 𝐻𝐿(𝑡) > 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝐻𝑊(𝑡), 𝐻𝑁(𝑡)}. As Table 28 indicates, the lognormal model is more likely 

to happen.  

Table 28:Likelihood estimates of the Weibull, lognormal and normal models. 

t  𝐻𝑊(𝑡)  𝐻𝐿(𝑡)  𝐻𝑁(𝑡) 

550 -66.8 -66.6 -68.2 

560 -70.1 -68.3 -70.9 

570 -72.1 -70.4 -72.8 

580 -74.5 -72.5 -75 

590 -77.1 -73.8 -77 

600 -79 -75.5 -78.7 

610 -81 -77 -80.1 

620 -82.3 -78.5 -82.2 

630 -83.9 -79.8 -83.2 

640 -85.1 -80.9 -84.7 

650 -86.1 -81.9 -86 
 

Looking at the relative error (𝜺) in Tables 23, 24 and 25, we see that in all models the relative 

error is consistent with its efficiency 𝐶(𝑡), which indicates that when the efficiency increases 

the relative error will decrease. Yet the parameters of the Weibull, normal and lognormal 

distributions do not decrease in a consistent pattern. This is so because the parameters depend 

on the generation of complete samples.   

 

Moreover, it is clear from the relative error columns (𝜺), the censored samples of the weibull 

and lognormal distributions admitted comparable amounts of errors in estimating their shape 

parameters 𝛼 and 𝜏, respectively; however, the lognormal censored samples admitted small 

errors in estimating the distribution scale parameter 𝜃 as compared to the Weibull’s scale 

parameter 𝛽. On the other hand, we can get the same impression when comparing the scale 

parameter of lognormal 𝜃 with that of normal 𝜎, and of course, we can not compare the shape 

parameter of lognormal with the location parameter of normal because they are of different 

types. 

 

4.2 Result and discussion of the impact of the physical parameters of 

electrodes on the life models of the Li-Ion battery 
 

We conducted the goodness of fit test at a different rate for each battery examined in the [109] 

experiment. The model was run for three probability distributions; the output of the models is 

shown in Tables 29-34. 
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Table 29: Goodness of fit tests for the data set at B1 (0.5 C) 

 Test TS CV PV Result 

Weibull 

KS 0.358 0.385 0.09 Accept 

AD 0.5 0.696 0.19 Accept 

JB NA 

   

Lognormal 

KS 0.32 0.375 0.15 Accept 

AD 0.374 0.56 0.25 Accept 

JB 0.62 0.214 0.21 Accept 

      

Normal 

KS 0.341 0.375 0.11 Accept 

AD 0.431 0.557 0.15 Accept 

JB 0.713 0.852 0.12 Accept 
 

          Table 30: Goodness of fit tests for the data set at B1 (1 C) 

 Test TS CV PV Result 

Weibull 

KS 0.28 0.385 0.47 Accept 

AD 0.348 0.696 0.49 Accept 

JB NA 

   

Lognormal 

KS 0.335 0.375 0.12 Accept 

AD 0.384 0.557 0.23 Accept 

JB 0.56 0.852 0.31 Accept 

      

Normal 

KS 0.32 0.375 0.15 Accept 

AD 0.347 0.557 0.31 Accept 

JB 0.474 0.852 0.5 Accept 
 

 
Table 31: Goodness of fit tests for the data set at B1 (1C &0.5 C) 

 Test TS CV PV Result 

Weibull 

KS 0.178 0.29 0.5 Accept 

AD 0.291 0.72 0.65 Accept 

JB NA 

   

Lognormal 

KS 0.146 0.29 0.5 Accept 

AD 0.212 0.67 0.82 Accept 

JB 0.541 2.12 0.5 Accept 

      

Normal 

KS 0.1632 0.29 0.5 Accept 

AD 0.235 0.67 0.74 Accept 

JB 0.571 2.12 0.5 Accept 
 

 
          Table 32: Goodness of fit tests for the data set at B2 (0.5C) 

 Test TS CV PV Result 

Weibull 

KS 0.332 0.385 0.15 Accept 

AD 0.645 0.696 0.07 Accept 

JB NA 

   

Lognormal 

KS 0.301 0.375 0.21 Accept 

AD 0.494 0.557 0.09 Accept 

JB 0.65 0.85 0.17 Accept 

      

Normal 

KS 0.3 0.375 0.21 Accept 

AD 0.5 0.56 0.08 Accept 

JB 0.66 0.85 0.16 Accept 
 

 

Table 33: Goodness of fit tests for the data set at B2 (1C) 

 Test TS CV PV Result 

Weibull 

KS 0.261 0.385 0.5 Accept 

AD 0.414 0.696 0.33 Accept 

JB NA 

   

Lognormal 

KS 0.298 0.375 0.22 Accept 

AD 0.419 0.557 0.17 Accept 

JB 0.704 0.852 0.13 Accept 

      

Normal 

KS 0.292 0.375 0.25 Accept 

AD 0.406 0.557 0.19 Accept 

JB 0.686 0.852 0.14 Accept 
 

 

Table 34: Goodness of fit tests for the data set at B2 (1C & 0.5C) 

 Test TS CV PV Result 

Weibull 

KS 0.368 0.288 0.001 Reject 

AD 1.207 0.717 0.002 Reject 

JB NA 

   

Lognormal 

KS 0.343 0.288 0.007 Reject 

AD 1.059 0.667 0.003 Reject 

JB 1.608 2.116 0.080 Accept 

      

Normal 

KS 0.372 0.288 0.001 Reject 

AD 1.221 0.667 0.001 Reject 

JB 1.752 2.116 0.070 Accept 
 

 

In section 4.1, we demonstrate that the lognormal distribution is the best life model for the Li-

ion battery. In this section, we will take our analysis a further step, revealing how statistical 

life models are impacted when the battery physical parameters are changed.  
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The goodness of fit tests were conducted using the number of cycles to failure for B1 and B2 

batteries at the discharge rates shown in Tables 29-34. We observe the following:  

1. In Tables (29-31), all models are accepted to fit the B1 (0.5 C), B1 (1 C), and B1 (1 C 

and 0.5 C) data. However, B1 (0.5 C) prefers lognormal, as does B1 (1 C and 0.5 C), 

while B1 (1 C) prefers Weibull. This suggests that the change in the stress from 0.5 C 

to 1 C does not change the lifetime model of type B1 batteries.  

 

2. In Tables (32-34), all models are accepted to fit the B2 (0.5 C) and B2 (1 C) data, with 

preference for lognormal and Weibull distributions, but all are rejected to fit the B2 (1 

C and 0.5 C) B1 (0.5 C) data. This suggests that the change in the stress from 0.5 C to 

1 C does change the lifetime model of type B2 batteries. 

 

Figures 36, 37, and 38 show the probability plots for normal, Weibull, and lognormal 

distributions, respectively, for battery B1.  

 
 

 
Figure 36:Probability plot for Normal distribution for B1 at 0.5 C and 1 C. 

 

 

 
Figure 37:Probability plot for Lognormal distribution for B1 at 0.5 C and 1 C. 
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Figure 38:Probability plot for Weibull distribution for B1 at 0.5 C and 1 C. 

 

 
 

Figures 39, 40 and 41 show the probability plots for normal, Weibull, and lognormal 

distributions, respectively, for battery B2.  

 

 

 
Figure 39:Probability plot for normal distribution for B2 at 0.5 C and 1 C. 

 

 
Figure 40:Probability plot for lognormal distribution for B2 at 0.5 C and 1 C. 
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Figure 41:Probability plot for Weibull distribution for B2 at 0.5 C and 1 C. 

 

 

Examining the number of cycles to failure for the B1 and B2 batteries at different discharges 

in the probability plots of normal, Weibull, and lognormal distributions, we analyze how the 

data fit the models and observe the following: 

 

1. In Figures 36, 37, and 38, we see that almost all the data points are close or are on the 

trend line of the three distributions. This indicates that the data fit the three models—a 

result consistent with the goodness of fit tests results shown in Tables 29-31.  

2. Figures 39, 40, and 41 show the probability plot for normal, Weibull, and lognormal 

distributions, respectively. In the case of battery type B2, none of the three distributions 

provides an acceptable fit, indicating that the B2 (0.5 C) and B2 (1 C) types have 

entirely different distributions—a result confirmed by the goodness of fit test results 

shown in Tables 32-34.  

 

Table 35 shows ANOVA results applied to B1 (0.5 C) and B1 (1 C).  

 
Table 35: ANOVA results applied to B1 (0.5 C) and B1 (1 C).  

SS df MS F P-value F dist 

Between 

Groups  

1176.13 1 1176.1 0.1240 0.737 5.9873 

Within 

Groups  

56893.8 6 9482.3 
   

Total 58069.9 7 
    

 

 

 

To test the impact of increasing the charge from 0.5 C to 1 C on the lifetime of B1 and B2, we 

use the one-way ANOVA test, a procedure used to test whether two data sets have similar 

means at a certain appropriate level of significance. Here that level is 0.05. This technique 

requires that the two data sets are independent, normally distributed, and have acceptably 
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similar standard deviations. The B1 (0.5 C) and B1 (1 C) data sets satisfy these assumptions 

because, as is clear from Tables 29 and 30, they are normally distributed, independent, and 

have standard deviations of 115 and 77 cycles. This is confirmed by Levene’s test of equality 

of variances [13]: the p-value of Levene’s test in this case is equal to 0.5234. Table 35 shows 

ANOVA results for B1 (0.5 C) and B1 (1 C) types.  

 

Because the p-value in Table 35 is 0.7367>>0.05, where 0.05 is the level of significance, we 

do not reject the null hypothesis. In other words, the values are the same at different discharge 

rates. In other words, B1 (0.5C) and B1 (1C) have the same mean lifetimes. Changing the stress 

from 0.5 to 1 in a B1 battery does not change its mean lifetime—a result that agrees with the 

goodness of fit tests shown in Tables 29-30. 

 

In the case of the battery type B2, ANOVA is not applicable because the standard deviations 

differ from one another significantly—an outcome confirmed by Levene’s test. Here the p-

value is equal to 0.0054. The standard deviations of B2 (0.5 C) and B2 (1 C) are equal to 315 

and 36 cycles, respectively. The mean values of B2 (0.5 C) and B2 (1 C), 1056 and 720 cycles, 

respectively, differ greatly from one another, whereas the mean values of B1 (0.5 C) and B1 (1 

C), 563 and 588 cycles, respectively, resemble one another.  

 

According to the statistical analysis, B1 fits the lognormal well, whereas B2 does not fit any 

model. B2’s electrodes are thicker than those of B1, and B2 shows higher sensitivity to the of 

rate of discharge. Zhao [23] finds that the contribution made by ohmic heat to the total heat is 

greater in batteries that have thick electrodes, and this thickness causes the health of the Li-ion 

battery to deteriorate. Zhao also finds that the electrochemical reactions take place unevenly 

inside cells that have thick electrodes, particularly under high rates. This leads to both an 

underutilization of active materials and an increase in the thermal instability of the Li-ion 

battery. Additionally, B2 batteries that have thicker electrodes have a relatively higher internal 

resistance; thus, they generate more internal heat at higher discharge currents. This larger heat 

generation increases parasitic side reactions in the battery and reduces the battery’s cycle life. 

Many studies, such as [22], [23], [42] and [53], examine the effect of electrodes during the 

lifetime of the Li-ion battery. Our study demonstrates that the electrodes not only play an 

important role in the degradation of Li-ion batteries, but also the change in the electrode 

physical parameters play an important role in the lifetime model of the Li-ion battery.   
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CHAPTER 5 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The failure mechanisms of the Li-ion battery, which are not fully understood, are very complex 

[52]. In [42], Li-ion degradation is the result of a complex interplay of a host of different 

physical and chemical mechanisms. In [10], battery failure is characterized as a statistical 

process and life is said to be determined by “hidden” variables over which users typically 

exercise little control. Theses variables can be microscale  or macroscale. This study uses the 

statistical method for two reasons: The first reason is to understand and uncover the hidden 

failure interactions that occur inside the cell. The second reason is that the statistical method is 

simple comparing to the other methods.  

 

This work thoroughly examines the goodness of fit and the parameter estimations of three 

probability distributions (Weibull, lognormal, and normal)—distributions that the literature 

describes as appropriate models for the commercial lithium-ion battery lifetime. Using standard 

statistical techniques, we show that the best fitting model for the battery life cycle data 

examined is the lognormal distribution; it performs better than the Weibull and normal 

distributions. 

 

Every type of battery has its own degradation behavior. For instance, the solid electrolyte 

interphase SEI, formed only in the Li-ion battery and the SEI, is part of the Li-ion battery’s   

degradation mechanism. Other battery types, such as nickel-cadmium and nickel-metal-

hydride, behave differently and are characterized by other degradation phenomena, such as the 

memory effect, which also impacts performance. We reach two conclusions. First, the 

lognormal is the best fit for Li-ion battery. Second, to determine the best statistical life models 

for other types of batteries, such as nickel-cadmium, nickel-metal-hydride, sodium sulfur, and 

lead acid, additional studies are needed.  

 

Our study complements several others. For example, in one [10], the researcher developed an 

experimental Li-ion battery that had a LCO (Lithium Cobalt Oxide) cathode and a graphite 

anode. Our investigation of this study’s data [10] shows that that the best model for this battery 

is the lognormal model. In another study [11], a Li-ion battery was equipped with a carbon 

anode and a cathode made of NMC (Lithium-Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt-Oxide 
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(LiNiMnCoO2)). The authors of this study [11], too, conclude that the lifetime of their 

experimental battery is best modeled by the lognormal distribution. These results, combined 

with ours, indicate that the lognormal distribution provides the best fit for Li-ion batteries that 

incorporate a variety of anode and cathode materials.  

 

Although the statistical method is known for its relative simplicity, one of the weaknesses of 

the statistical method is that its generalization ability is poor [72]. Therefore, the battery 

lifetime behavior for the battery which is used to develop the model will have different lifetime 

behavior comparing to battery exposed to different operating conditions. One promising 

approach which we will consider in future research is the data-driven model.  The data-driven 

model relies on collecting large numbers and high-quality data from different platforms such 

as laboratory to predict the lifetime of battery. Furthermore, this model is preferred for batteries 

under more complex operating conditions, such as in EVs, due to its ability to model highly 

non-linear dynamic systems [72].  

 

In the experimental data obtained from [109], the B1 and B2 batteries use the same electrode 

material: graphite for the anode and Lithium Cobalt Oxide for the cathode. Yet the two battery 

types have different physical parameters. The lognormal is the best fit for the B1 battery but 

not for the B2, which has thicker electrodes. This is a strong indication that statistical life 

models of the Li-ion battery are very sensitive to the physical parameters of electrodes. 

 

Batteries that have a thicker electrode require different battery lifetime models. The sample 

size used in this study is relatively small, but obtaining complete lifetime data for Li-ion 

batteries is a challenge because they have long lifetimes and commercial test results often are 

not publicly available. Thus, censoring schemes to overcome this problem [18-24] must await 

future work. Finally, the Arrhenius life-stress model should be examined in future work to 

evaluate the behavior of Weibull, lognormal, and normal distributions under different 

temperature conditions. 
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